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Made in Finland

Founded in the small village of Fiskars, Finland 1649, the company has grown into a large 
multinational corporation, celebrated for a history of products accommodating the strict 
Finnish standards for quality and design. Following its tradition to drive innovation of tools 
that reduce the effort, fatigue and strains so often associated with gardening, Fiskars 
ergonomic, high performance cutting and landscaping tools are designed to do the hard 
work, so you don’t have to!
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WELCOME TO THE UK 
FISKARS CATALOGUE 2012

FISKARS GROUP - STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

The Garden Industry has faced 
a challenging year. In 2012 our 
ambition is to become your No.1 
garden supplier for customer service, 
we are committed to providing a high 
service to you all of the time. We are 
undertaking a top to bottom review of 
our customer processes and service 
standards. As the project progresses, 
we will feed back to you, the changes 
that we are making and keep you 
updated on our progress to achieve 
our goal to be the No.1 garden 
supplier for customer service.

Our No.1 priority is you.

Andrew Smith
Managing Director
Fiskars UK Ltd

1  Interpretation
In these Conditions, the following definitions apply:
“Business Day” means a day (other than a Saturday, Sunday or public holiday) 
when banks in London are open for business;
“Conditions” means the terms and conditions set out in this document;
“Contract” means the contract between the Seller and the Buyer for the sale and 
purchase of the Goods created in accordance with Condition 2.2 and subject to 
these Conditions;
“Buyer” means the person or firm who purchases the Goods from the Seller;
“Force Majeure Event” means has the meaning given in Condition 9;
“Goods” means the goods (or any part of them) set out in the Order;
“Order” means an order placed by the Buyer with the Seller for Goods;
“Seller” means Fiskars Brands UK Limited registered in England and Wales with 
company number 02542030 (to be renamed Fiskars UK Limited) and any of its 
subsidiaries; 
“Warranty Period” means a period of 12 months from the date of delivery of 
the Goods.

2  Basis of contract
2.1  These Conditions apply to the Contract to the exclusion of any other 

terms that the Buyer seeks to impose or incorporate, or which are 
implied by trade, custom, practice or course of dealing. 

2.2  An Order shall only be deemed to be accepted when the Seller issues a 
written acceptance of the Order, at which point the Contract shall come 
into existence. The Seller, in its sole discretion, may elect not to accept 
an Order (or any part of an Order). It is the Buyer’s obligation to ensure 
that the terms of an Order and any resulting Contract, are complete and 
accurate.

2.3  Without prejudice to Condition 3.8, each Order accepted in accordance 
with Condition 2.2 shall be a separate Contract.

2.4  The Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and 
supersedes any previous arrangement, understanding or agreement 
between the Seller and the Buyer relating to the subject matter of 
the Contract. The Buyer acknowledges that it has not relied on any 
statement, promise or representation made or given by or on behalf 
of the Seller which is not set out in the Contract. Any descriptions or 
illustrations contained in the Seller’s catalogues or brochures shall not 
form part of the Contract or any other contract between the Seller and 
the Buyer for the sale of the Goods. 

2.5  A quotation for the Goods given by the Seller shall not constitute an 
offer. A quotation shall only be valid for a period of 15 Business Days (or 
such other period the Seller may specify) from its date of issue. 

3 Delivery
3.1  The Seller shall deliver the Goods to the location set out in the Order 

or such other location as the parties may agree in writing (the “Delivery 
Location”) at any time after the Seller notifies the Buyer that the Goods 
are ready. It is the Buyer’s obligation to accept delivery of the Goods at 
the Delivery Location at any time after the Seller notifies the Buyer that 
the Goods are ready.

3.2  Delivery of the Goods shall be completed on the Goods’ arrival at the 
Delivery Location.

3.3  Any dates quoted for delivery are approximate only, and the time of 
delivery is not of the essence. The Seller shall not be liable for any delay 
in delivery of the Goods that is caused by a Force Majeure event or the 
Buyer’s failure to provide the Seller with adequate delivery instructions or 
any other instructions that are relevant to the supply of the Goods.

3.4  If the Seller fails to deliver the Goods within 20 Business Days of the 
date quoted for such delivery (or the date agreed between the parties 
in writing), the Buyer shall be entitled to cancel the Contract without 
incurring any liability to the Seller providing: 

3.4.1  any sums due to the Seller in respect of Goods delivered are 
immediately paid; and 

3.4.2  such failure isn’t caused by a Force Majeure Event or the Buyer’s failure 
to provide the Seller with adequate delivery instructions or any other 
instructions that are relevant to the supply of the Goods. 

  Any such cancellation shall be the sole remedy of the Buyer in such 
circumstances.

3.5  If the Buyer fails to accept delivery of the Goods within 3 Business Days 
of the Seller notifying the Buyer that the Goods are ready, then, except 
where such failure or delay is caused by a Force Majeure Event or the 
Seller’s failure to comply with its obligations under the Contract:

3.5.1  delivery of the Goods shall be deemed to have been completed at 
9.00am on the third Business Day following the day on which the Seller 
notified the Buyer that the Goods were ready; 

3.5.2  the Seller shall store the Goods until delivery takes place, and charge 
the Buyer for all related costs and expenses (including insurance); and

3.5.3  without prejudice to conditions 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, the Seller may at its 
absolute sole discretion, cancel or suspend all further deliveries under 
the Contract or under any other contract between the Buyer and the 
Seller without incurring any liability to the Buyer, and all outstanding 
sums in respect of Goods delivered to the Buyer shall become 
immediately due. 

3.6  The Buyer shall not be entitled to reject the Goods if the Seller delivers 
up to and including 5% more or less than the quantity of Goods ordered, 
but a pro rata adjustment shall be made to the Order invoice on receipt 
of notice from the Buyer that the wrong quantity of Goods was delivered. 

3.7  The Seller may deliver the Goods by instalments, which shall be invoiced 
and paid for separately. Each instalment shall constitute a separate 
Contract. Any delay in delivery or defect in an instalment shall not entitle 
the Buyer to cancel any other instalment. 

4  Quality
4.1  The Seller warrants that on delivery, the Goods shall:- 
4.1.1  conform in all material respects with their description; 
4.1.2  be free from material defects in design, material and workmanship; 
4.1.3  be of satisfactory quality (within the meaning of the Sale of Goods Act 

1979); and 
4.1.4  be fit for any purpose held out by the Seller.
4.2  Subject to Condition 4.3, if: the Buyer gives notice in writing to the 

Seller during the Warranty Period within a reasonable time of discovery 
that some or all of the Goods do not comply with the warranty set out 
in Condition 4.1; and the Seller is given a reasonable opportunity of 
examining such Goods; and the Buyer (if asked to do so by the Seller) 
returns such Goods to the Seller’s place of business at the Buyer’s cost, 
the Seller shall, at its option, repair or replace the defective Goods, or 
refund the price of the defective Goods in full. 

4.3  The Seller shall not be liable for Goods’ failure to comply with the 
warranty set out in Condition 4.1 if:

4.3.1  the Buyer makes any further use of such Goods after giving notice in 
accordance with Condition 4.2; or

4.3.2  the defect arises because the Buyer failed to follow the Seller’s oral 
or written instructions as to the storage, commissioning, installation, 
use and maintenance of the Goods or (if there are none) good trade 
practice; or

4.3.3  the defect arises as a result of the Seller following any drawing, design 
or specification supplied by the Buyer; or

4.3.4  the Buyer alters or repairs such Goods without the written consent of 
the Seller; or

4.3.5  the defect arises as a result of fair wear and tear, wilful damage, 
negligence, or abnormal storage or working conditions.

4.4  Except as provided in this Condition 4, the Seller shall have no liability to 
the Buyer in respect of the Goods’ failure to comply with the warranty 
set out in Condition 4.1.

4.5  Except as set out in these Conditions, all warranties, conditions and 
other terms implied by statute or common law are, to the fullest extent 
permitted by law, excluded from the Contract.

4.6  These Conditions shall apply to any repaired or replacement Goods 
supplied by the Seller.

5  Title and risk
5.1  The risk in the Goods shall pass to the Buyer on completion of delivery.
5.2  Title to the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer until the Seller has 

received payment in full (in cash or cleared funds) for the Goods and any 
other goods or services that the Supplier has supplied to the Buyer in 
respect of which payment has become due.

5.3  Until title to the Goods has passed to the Buyer, the Buyer shall:  
5.3.1  hold the Goods on a fiduciary basis as the Seller’s bailee;  
5.3.2  store the Goods separately from all other goods held by the Buyer so 

that they remain readily identifiable as the Seller’s property;  
5.3.3  not remove, deface or obscure any identifying mark or packaging on or 

relating to the Goods; 
5.3.4  maintain the Goods in satisfactory Condition and keep them insured 

against all risks for their full price from the date of delivery;
5.3.5  notify the Seller immediately if it becomes subject to any of the events 

listed in Condition 7.2; and
5.3.6  give the Seller such information relating to the Goods as the Seller may 

require from time to time, but the Buyer may resell or use the Goods in 
the ordinary course of its business.

5.4  If before title to the Goods passes to the Buyer the Buyer becomes 
subject to any of the events listed in Condition 7.2, or the Seller 
reasonably believes that any such event is about to happen and notifies 
the Buyer accordingly, then, provided that the Goods have not been 
resold, or irrevocably incorporated into another product, and without 
limiting any other right or remedy the Seller may have, the Seller may at 
any time require the Buyer to deliver up the Goods and, if the Buyer fails 
to do so promptly, enter any premises of the Buyer or of any third party 
where the Goods are stored in order to recover them.

6 Price and payment
6.1  The price of the Goods shall be the price set out in the Order, or, if no 

price is quoted, the price set out in the Seller’s published price list in 
force as at the date of delivery.

6.2  The Seller may, by giving notice to the Buyer at any time before delivery, 
increase the price of the Goods to reflect any increase in the cost of the 
Goods that is due to:

6.2.1  any factor beyond the Seller’s control (including foreign exchange 
fluctuations, increases in taxes and duties, and increases in labour, 
materials and other manufacturing costs);

6.2.2  any request by the Buyer to change the delivery date(s), quantities or 
types of Goods ordered, or the Specification; or 

6.2.3  any delay caused by any instructions of the Buyer or failure of the Buyer 
to give the Seller adequate or accurate information or instructions. 

6.3  The price of the Goods is inclusive of the costs and charges of 
packaging, insurance and transport of the Goods, unless otherwise 
agreed between the parties.

6.4  The price of the Goods is exclusive of amounts in respect of value 
added tax (VAT). The Buyer shall, on receipt of a valid VAT invoice from 
the Seller, pay to the Seller such additional amounts in respect of VAT as 
are chargeable on the supply of the Goods.

6.5  The Seller may invoice the Buyer for the Goods on or at any time after 
the completion of delivery. 

6.6  The Buyer shall pay the invoice in full, in pounds sterling, and in cleared 
funds within 30 days of the date of the invoice. Payment shall be made 
to the bank account nominated in writing by the Seller. Time of payment 
is of the essence. 

6.7  If the Buyer fails to make any payment due to the Seller under the Contract 
by the due date for payment (the “Due Date”), then the Buyer shall pay 
interest on the overdue amount at the rate of 4% per annum above 
National Westminster Bank’s base lending rate from time to time. Such 
interest shall accrue on a daily basis from the Due Date until the date of 
actual payment of the overdue amount, whether before or after judgment. 
The Buyer shall pay the interest together with the overdue amount.

6.8  For the avoidance of doubt, without prejudice to Condition 6.7, if the 
Buyer fails to make any payment due to the Seller under the Contract by 
the Due Date, the Seller shall be entitled to cancel or suspend all further 
deliveries under the Contract or under any other contract between the 
Buyer and the Seller without incurring any liability to the Buyer, and 
all outstanding sums in respect of Goods delivered to the Buyer shall 
become immediately due. 

6.9  The Buyer shall pay all amounts due under the Contract in full without 
any deduction or withholding except as required by law and the Buyer 
shall not be entitled to assert any credit, set-off or counterclaim against 
the Seller in order to justify withholding payment of any such amount in 
whole or in part. The Seller may at any time, without limiting any other 
rights or remedies it may have, set off any amount owing to it by the 
Buyer against any amount payable by the Seller to the Buyer.

7  Customer’s Insolvency or Incapacity
7.1  If the Buyer becomes subject to any of the events listed in Condition 

7.2, or the Seller reasonably believes that the Buyer is about to become 
subject to any of them and notifies the Buyer accordingly, then, without 
limiting any other right or remedy available to the Seller, the Seller may 
cancel or suspend all further deliveries under the Contract or under 
any other contract between the Buyer and the Seller without incurring 
any liability to the Buyer, and all outstanding sums in respect of Goods 
delivered to the Buyer shall become immediately due.

7.2  For the purposes of Condition 7.1, the relevant events are:
7.2.1  the Buyer suspends, or threatens to suspend, payment of its debts or 

is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or admits inability to pay its 
debts or (being a company) is deemed unable to pay its debts within 
the meaning of section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or (being an 
individual) is deemed either unable to pay its debts or as having no 
reasonable prospect of so doing, in either case, within the meaning of 
section 268 of the Insolvency Act 1986, or (being a partnership) has any 
partner to whom any of the foregoing apply; or 

7.2.2  the Buyer commences negotiations with all or any class of its creditors 
with a view to rescheduling any of its debts, or makes a proposal for or 
enters into any compromise or arrangement with its creditors other than 
(where the Buyer is a company) these events take place for the sole 
purpose of a scheme for a solvent amalgamation of the Buyer with one 
or more other companies or the solvent reconstruction of the Buyer; or

7.2.3  being an individual, the Buyer is the subject of a bankruptcy petition or 
order; or 

7.2.4  being a company, an application is made to court, or an order is made, 
for the appointment of an administrator or if a notice of intention to 
appoint an administrator is given or if an administrator is appointed over 
the Buyer; or  

7.2.5  being a company, a floating charge holder over the assets of the Buyer 
has become entitled to appoint or has appointed an administrative 
receiver;

7.2.6  a creditor or encumbrancer of the Buyer attaches or takes possession 
of, or a distress, execution, sequestration or other such process is levied 
or enforced on or sued against, the whole or any part of its assets and 
such attachment or process is not discharged within 14 days; or

7.2.7  a person becomes entitled to appoint a receiver over the assets of the 
Buyer or a receiver is appointed over the assets of the Buyer; or

7.2.8  any event occurs, or proceeding is taken, with respect to the Buyer 
in any jurisdiction to which it is subject that has an effect equivalent 
or similar to any of the events mentioned in Condition 7.2.1 to 7.2.7 
(inclusive); or

7.2.9  the Buyer suspends, threatens to suspends, ceases or threatens to 
cease to carry on all or substantially the whole of its business; or

7.2.10  the financial position of the Seller deteriorates to such an extent that in 
the opinion of the Buyer the capability of the Seller adequately to fulfil its 
obligations under the Contract has been placed in jeopardy; or

7.2.11  being an individual, the Buyer dies or, by reason of illness or incapacity 
(whether mental or physical), is incapable of managing his or her own 
affairs or becomes a patient under any mental health legislation.

8  Limitation of liability - THE BUYER’S  
ATTENTION IS DRAWN IN PARTICULAR  
TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS CONDITION.

8.1  Nothing in these Conditions shall limit or exclude the Seller’s liability for: 
death or personal injury caused by its negligence, or the negligence 
of its employees, agents or subcontractors (as applicable); or fraud or 
fraudulent misrepresentation; or breach of the terms implied by section 
12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979; or defective products under the 
Consumer Protection Act 1987; or any matter in respect of which it 
would be unlawful for the Seller to exclude or restrict liability.

8.2  Subject to Condition 8.1:
8.2.1  the Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer, whether in contract, tort 

(including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, for 
any loss of profit or indirect or consequential loss arising under or in 
connection with the Contract; and  

8.2.2  the Seller’s total liability to the Buyer in respect of all other losses  
arising under or in connection with the Contract, whether in contract, 
tort (including negligence), breach of statutory duty, or otherwise, 
including losses caused by a deliberate breach of the Contract by the 
Seller, its employees, agents or subcontractors shall not exceed the 
price of the Goods.

9 Force majeure
9.1  The Seller shall not be liable for any failure or delay in performing its 

obligations under the Contract to the extent that such failure or delay is 
caused by a Force Majeure Event. A Force Majeure Event means any 
event beyond a party’s reasonable control, which by its nature could not 
have been foreseen, or, if it could have been foreseen, was unavoidable, 
including strikes, lock-outs or other industrial disputes (whether involving 
its own workforce or a third party’s), failure of energy sources or transport 
network, acts of God, war, terrorism, riot, civil commotion, interference 
by civil or military authorities, national or international calamity, armed 
conflict, malicious damage, breakdown of plant or machinery, nuclear, 
chemical or biological contamination, sonic boom, explosions, collapse 
of building structures, fires, floods, storms, earthquakes, loss at sea, 
epidemics or similar events, natural disasters or extreme adverse 
weather conditions, or default of Sellers or subcontractors. 

9.2  If a Force Majeure Event prevents the Seller or Buyer from carrying out 
its obligations under the Contract for a continuous period of more than 
30 Business Days, either party may cancel the Contract immediately by 
giving written notice to the other party. All outstanding sums in respect 
of Goods delivered to the Buyer shall become immediately due.

10  Data Protection
10.1  The Buyer agrees that its details, including, without limitation, its name, 

address and payment record may be submitted to a credit reference 
agency, and that any personal data it provides to the Seller will be 
processed by the Seller or on behalf of the Seller in connection with  
the Contract. 

10.2  The Seller (and anybody it appoints on its behalf) may use the Buyer’s 
personal data for internal purposes, for example, market research 
and record keeping. The Seller may also share this data with other 
companies within its group for the same purposes. 

10.3  The Seller may use the Buyer’s personal data to send the Buyer details 
of other products or services the Seller, or any member of its group, offer. 

11 General
11.1  The Seller may at any time assign, transfer, charge, subcontract or deal 

in any other manner with all or any of its rights or obligations under the 
Contract. The Buyer may not assign, transfer, charge, subcontract or 
deal in any other manner with all or any of its rights or obligations under 
the Contract without the prior written consent of the Seller.

11.2  Subject to Condition 11.4, any notice or other communication given 
to a party under or in connection with the Contract shall be in writing, 
addressed to that party at its registered office (if it is a company) or its 
principal place of business (in any other case) or such other address as 
that party may have specified to the other party in writing in accordance 
with this Condition, and shall be delivered personally, sent by pre-paid 
first-class post, recorded delivery, commercial courier, fax.

11.3  Subject to Condition 11.4, any notice or other communication shall 
be deemed to have been received: if delivered personally, when left at 
the address referred to in Condition 11.2; if sent by pre-paid first-class 
post or recorded delivery, at 9.00 am on the second Business Day 
after posting; if delivered by commercial courier, on the date and at the 
time that the courier’s delivery receipt is signed; or, if sent by fax one 
Business Day after transmission.

11.4  Conditions 11.2 and 11.3, shall not apply to the service of any 
proceedings or other documents in any legal action.

11.5  Cancelation of the Contract, however arising, shall not affect any of 
the parties’ rights and remedies that have accrued as at termination. 
Conditions which expressly or by implication survive termination of the 
Contract shall continue in full force and effect.

11.6  If any court or competent authority finds that any provision of the 
Contract (or part of any provision) is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that 
provision or part-provision shall, to the extent required, be deemed to be 
deleted, and the validity and enforceability of the other provisions of the 
Contract shall not be affected. 

11.7  If any invalid, unenforceable or illegal provision of the Contract would be 
valid, enforceable and legal if some part of it were deleted, the provision 
shall apply with the minimum modification necessary to make it legal, 
valid and enforceable.

11.8  A waiver of any right or remedy under the Contract is only effective if 
given in writing and shall not be deemed a waiver of any subsequent 
breach or default. No failure or delay by a party to exercise any right or 
remedy provided under the Contract or by law shall constitute a waiver 
of that or any other right or remedy, nor shall it preclude or restrict the 
further exercise of that or any other right or remedy. No single or partial 
exercise of such right or remedy shall preclude or restrict the further 
exercise of that or any other right or remedy.

11.9  A person who is not a party to the Contract shall not have any rights 
under or in connection with it.

11.10  The Contract, and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection 
with it or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual 
disputes or claims), shall be governed by, and construed in accordance 
with, English law, and the parties irrevocably submit to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.

11.11  In these Conditions, the following rules apply: 
11.11.1  a person includes a natural person, corporate or unincorporated body 

(whether or not having separate legal personality); and 
11.11.2  a reference to a party includes its personal representatives, successors 

or permitted assigns; and 
11.11.3  a reference to a statute or statutory provision is a reference to such 

statute or provision as amended or re-enacted;
11.11.4  a reference to a statute or statutory provision includes any subordinate 

legislation made under that statute or statutory provision, as amended 
or re-enacted; and any phrase introduced by the terms including, 
include, in particular or any similar expression shall be construed as 
illustrative and shall not limit the sense of the words preceding those 
terms; and 

11.11.5  a reference to writing or written includes faxes.

Owing to the constant development of our product range, we reserve the  
right to change the product without preceding notice. We take no responsibility 
for printing errors.

Minimum carriage paid order - £300 (to mainland only, carriage quotes outside one mainland available on request). Payment nett 30 days from date of invoice.



A QUALITY 
STORY FROM 1649
In 1649 Peter Thorwöste was 
granted permission to manufacture 
cast iron and forged products in a 
small Finnish village called Fiskars. 
His company soon became famous 
for high quality steel and steel products.

In 1967 Fiskars launched its iconic orange-handled 
scissors, pioneering a revolutionary manufacturing 
process, ergonomic handles and innovative blades that 
offered precision, comfort and durability far superior 
to its peers. Nowadays a must-have in households 
worldwide, the orange scissors are symbolic to Fiskars 
commitment to exclusive quality and innovative design.

Fiskars Innovation & Quality since 1649
Fiskars has over 352 years of experience in 
manufacturing high quality products.

Our products are designed with durability and exceeding 
our consumer expectation in mind. The result is a 
range of products that will last a gardener many happy 
gardening seasons.

According to the strict Finnish standards for design, 
Fiskars has a history of using only exclusive quality, 
durable materials for the finest end result. Before 
entering the market, each product stands subject to 
extensive operational tests, where blade sharpeners 
and maintenance kits ensure the best performance and 
preservation of frequently used tools. With peace of 
mind, Fiskars guarantees the quality of all of its products.

A lifelong commitment to quality
Quality has always been one of Fiskars’ core values, 
to which the company stands firm on having a holistic 
approach throughout its entities and throughout the 
product’s lifecycle. Delivering a quality end product is 
merely the basis that extends into top service levels
for customers and consumers alike.

Anytime……anywhere
When properly used and maintained, Fiskars garden 
tools shall remain free of defects in material and 
workmanship. Any exception to the rule will simply be 
repaired, replaced or substituted by a product of equal 
value. Replacement tools or spare parts are offered 
when returning the tool to the retailer, or contacting the 
local customer service department.

Reliability 
Fiskars is dedicated to 
ensuring you receive the 
best possible Customer 
Service. Our customer 
care team lead by Nina 
Labbate, are only a 
phone call away, to help 
you with your questions. 

Email: ukinfo@fiskars.com
Tel: 0115 9277 335
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NEW PRODUCTS
NEW INNOvATIONS

NEW PRODUCTS

INSPIRATION RANGE
Anvil Pruner viola 111254
Bypass Pruner lily 111265

GARDEN DRILL 
QuikDrill™ (M) 134720

WOOD PREPARATION
Fiskars Xtract™ Garden Saw (L) 123880

INSPIRATION RANGE
Trowel lily 137121
Weed Fork viola 137126
 

WOOD PREPARATION
Fiskars Xsharp™ Axe and Knife Sharpener 120740 

QUIkFIT
Paving Brush 135522

NEW
See more
p.9

NEW
See more
p.53-54

NEW
See more
p.40

NEW
See more
p.76

NEW
See more
p.79

NEW
See more
p.64
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PACkAGING
PACKAGING

Supreme Dynamic 
Essential

All Fiskars products are ranked 
as either Supreme, Dynamic or 
Essential. This is represented on 
our packaging numerically and 
through colour coding in the top 
right hand corner.

Supreme EssentialDynamic

P26P54P92

Inside the Packaging

Inside the packaging there is  
further information to help you  
get to grips with your new tool.

Product Technology

This is where we list our award 
winning technology. Fiskars garden 
tools have long been recognised  
for their superior quality, design  
and innovation.

Product Names

Fiskars products are named using 
letters and numbers. The letter refers 
to the product and the number 
represents which of our Supreme, 
Dynamic and Essential range it 
belongs to. 

Letter
P – Pruner
L – Lopper
W – Weeder
S – Spade

Number
Essential: 01 - 39
Dynamic: 40 - 79
Supreme: 80 - 100+

P26

Pictograms

Product benefits and features are 
visually described using icons. 

The icons fall into 3 categories:
1.  Usage – what the product  

should be used for
2.  Material – what the product  

is made of
3.  Features – what defining  

features the product has

Usage Material Features

5



PRUNERSCUTTING TOOLS

PRUNERS
Fiskars pruners are ergonomically designed for comfort and ease 
of use and are recognised as best in category by many gardeners 
and industry experts for value and performance. Their ergonomic 
handles are made of extra durable synthetic materials and the 
stainless steel blades are secured by an easily accessible locking 
mechanism when the pruner is not in use.
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CUTTING TOOLSPRUNERS

Bypass Pruner (S-M) P92 Article No 111520 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong

 < Unique rotating handle movement ensures that  
all fingers are used simultaneously and exert an equal 
but reduced pressure for maximum power and less 
effort on every cut

 < Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay  
sharper for longer

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

Anvil Pruner (S-M) P91 Article No 111510 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong

 < Unique rotating handle movement ensures that  
all fingers are used simultaneously and exert an equal 
but reduced pressure for maximum power and less 
effort on every cut

 < Upper blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant 
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay  
sharper for longer

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier.

 < Anvil blade made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) for increased durability

20

PowerGear™

Bypass Pruner Large P94 Article No 111540 Product benefits

 < Upper handle made from FiberComp™ and lower 
handle made from PBT to make them extremely 
lightweight and strong

 < Unique rotating handle movement ensures that  
all fingers are used simultaneously and exert an equal 
but reduced pressure for maximum power and less 
effort on every cut

 < Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay  
sharper for longer

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

7



Universal Snip SP28 Article No 111280 Product benefits

 < Designed for multiple cutting tasks like cutting steel, 
plastic, tube, rope or hose. Not recommended for 
cutting branches in garden

 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Carbon steel blades
 < Heavy duty cutting

NEW

PRUNERSCUTTING TOOLS

SingleStep™

Anvil P25 Article No 111250 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality for basic pruning tasks in garden
 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Anvil blade made from Polyamide
 < Carbon steel blades

22

Bypass P26 Article No 111260 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality for basic pruning tasks in garden
 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade  
to reduce friction and make cutting and  
cleaning easier

 < Carbon steel blades

22

Snip SP27 Article No 111270 Product benefits

 < Designed for multiple cutting tasks like cutting plastic, 
tube, rope or hose. Not recommended for cutting 
branches in garden

 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Light duty cutting
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CUTTING TOOLSPRUNERS

Inspiration™

Bypass Pruner viola Article No 111264 Product benefits

 < Quality pruner in trendy violet colour
 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Carbon steel blades

NEW

Bypass Pruner lily Article No 111265 Product benefits

 < Quality pruner in trendy white colour
 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Carbon steel blades

NEW

Anvil Pruner viola Article No 111254 Product benefits

 < Quality pruner in trendy violet colour
 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Anvil blade made from Polyamide
 < Carbon steel blades

NEW

Anvil Pruner lily Article No 111255 Product benefits

 < Quality pruner in trendy white colour
 < Sturdy handles for a comfortable grip
 < Well balanced design for a steady cutting action
 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Anvil blade made from Polyamide
 < Carbon steel blades

NEW

9



Chunky Pruners

PRUNERSCUTTING TOOLS

Small Bypass Chunky Pruner Article No 111106 Product benefits

 < SoftGrip™ upper handle for added comfort
 < Coated upper blade for easier cutting 
 < Easy open safety locking catch

Medium Anvil Chunky Pruner Article No 111107 Product benefits

 < SoftGrip™ upper handle for added comfort
 < Coated upper blade for easier cutting 
 < Easy open safety locking catch 
 < Anvil Blades suitable for dead, dry wood

Medium Bypass Chunky Pruner Article No 111110 Product benefits

 < SoftGrip™ upper handle for added comfort
 < Coated upper blade for easier cutting 
 < Easy open safety locking catch 

Large Bypass Chunky Pruner Article No 111120 Product benefits

 < SoftGrip™ upper handle for added comfort
 < Coated upper blade for easier cutting 
 < Easy open safety locking catch 

15

15

20

15
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PowerStep

CUTTING TOOLSPRUNERS

Lever Pruner

Gear Pruner

Large Bypass Professional Lever Action Pruner  Article No 111730 Product benefits

 < Lever action mechanism for increased cutting power
 < SoftGrip™ upper handle for added comfort
 < Ergonomic angled cutting head design 

Large Bypass Professional Gear Action Pruner  Article No 111760 Product benefits

 < Gear action mechanism for increased cutting power
 < SoftGrip™ upper handle for added comfort
 < Ergonomic angled cutting head design

Anvil Pruner Article No 111670 Product benefits

 < FiberComp™ handle and SoftGrip™ covered upper 
handle for increased comfort

 < Intelligent PowerStep™ mechanism allows users to 
cut thicker branches in one, two or three steps

 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade to reduce 
friction and to make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Anvil Blade made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) for increase durability

best of the best
reddot

24

22

22
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PowerGear™

Hand Pruner P94 Article no 111540 Weight 272g Length 207mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ Bypass Upper: PTFE coated 
special CrMov steel 

FiberComp™ 26 mm 6411501965417

Mechanism Cutting Action Blade Handle Cutting 
Capacity

Bypass Pruner (S-M) P92 Article no 111520 Weight 192g Length 200mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ Bypass Upper: PTFE coated 
special CrMov steel 

FiberComp™ 20 mm 6411501965202

Anvi Pruner (S-M) P91 Article no 111510 Weight 192g Length 192mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ Anvil Upper: PTFE coated 
special CrMov steel 

FiberComp™ 20 mm 6411501965103

PowerStep™

Anvil Pruner P83 Article no 111670 Weight 140g Length 180mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerStep™ Anvil Upper: PTFE coated 
Lower: FiberComp™

FiberComp™ 24 mm 6411501116703

PRUNERSCUTTING TOOLS

Universal Snip Article no 111280 Weight 200g Length 208mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Single Pivot Universal  
(not for wood)

Carbon steel Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

N/A 6411501112804

SingleStep™

Snip SP27 Article no 111270 Weight 200g Length 206mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Single Pivot Universal  
(not for wood)

Carbon steel Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

N/A 6411501112705

Anvil P25 Article no 111250 Weight 200g Length 200mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Single Pivot Anvil Upper: PTFE coated 
Carbon steel

Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

22 mm 6411501112507

Bypass P26 Article no 111260 Weight 200g Length 208mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Single Pivot Bypass Upper: PTFE coated 
Carbon steel

Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

22 mm 6411501112606

Fiskars Inspiration™

Bypass Pruner viola Article No 111264 Weight 200g Length 208mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Single Pivot Bypass Upper: PTFE coated 
Carbon steel

Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

22 mm 6411501112644

Bypass Pruner lily Article No 111265 Weight 200g Length 208mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Single Pivot Bypass Upper: PTFE coated 
Carbon steel

Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

22 mm 6411501112651

Anvil Pruner viola Article No 111254 Weight 196g Length 200mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Single Pivot Anvil Upper: PTFE coated 
Carbon steel

Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

22 mm 6411501112545

Anvil Pruner lily Article No 111255 Weight 196g Length 200mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Single Pivot Anvil Upper: PTFE coated 
Carbon steel

Glass fiber  
reinforced PP

22 mm 6411501112552
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Chunky Pruners

Small Chunky Pruner Article no 111106  Weight 235g  Length 265mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Chunky    Bypass   Coated upper blade   Softgrip 15 mm  6411501111067

Mechanism Cutting Action Blade Handle Cutting 
Capacity

Medium Chunky Pruner Article no 111110 Weight 250g Length 285mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Chunky  Bypass Coated upper blade Softgrip 15 mm  5010624424156

Large Chunky Pruner Article no 111120 Weight 260g Length 300mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Chunky Bypass Coated upper blade  Softgrip 20 mm 5010624424149

Medium Chunky Pruner Article no 111107 Weight 250g Length 290mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Chunky Anvil Coated upper blade   Softgrip 15 mm 6411501111074

Lever Action Pruner Article no 111730 Weight 285g Length 284mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Lever Action Bypass Coated upper blade   Softgrip 22 mm 6411501117304

Gear Action Pruner Article no 111760 Weight 285g Length 285mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Gear Action Bypass Coated upper blade   Softgrip 22 mm 6411501117601

CUTTING TOOLSPRUNERS
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SCISSORSCUTTING TOOLS

SCISSORS
Fiskars orange handled scissors are design classics that have 
been popular for more than four decades. Our garden scissors are 
excellent for precise cutting and trimming tasks. The carbon steel 
blades easily cut through materials from fine wire to flower stems.

14



CUTTING TOOLSSCISSORS

Universal and Floral Scissors
Universal Garden Scissors 18cm S92 Article No 111030 Product benefits

 < For cutting flowers and plants
 < Ergonomic handles are designed based on  
the natural hand movement

 < Handles made from impact-resistant PBT 
 < Extra hard stainless steel blades
 < Serrated blades for better control

15



Usage Blade Handle Size

Universal And Floral Scissors

SCISSORSCUTTING TOOLS

Garden Scissors 18cm S92 Article no 111030 Weight 73g Length 185mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Universal Serrated PBT plastic
Right handed

Small 6411501110305
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LOPPERS
Fiskars loppers are suitable for all kinds of garden cutting tasks 
with a capacity of up to Ø 55 mm. The range includes different 
models for different users, unique materials and patented 
mechanisms. Fiskars loppers are designed to be lightweight, 
efficient and comfortable to use.

CUTTING TOOLSLOPPERS

17



LOPPERSCUTTING TOOLS

PowerStep™

PowerGear™

Anvil Lopper L85 Article No 112850 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong

 < SoftGripTM covered handles for  
increased comfort

 < Intelligent PowerStep™ mechanism allows users  
to cut thicker branches in one, two or three steps

 < Non stick PTFE coating on the upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier

 < Anvil blade made of FiberCompTM both stabilises  
and facilitates cutting of hard, dry wood

40

2009

Bypass Lopper, Hook Head (L) L78 Article No 112590 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong

 < SoftGripTM covered handles for  
increased comfort

 < Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms

 < Upper blade made from high quality  
hardened carbon steel

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Lower cutting blade is curved for optimal catch

50

Bypass Lopper, Hook Head (M) L74 Article No 112290 Product benefits

 < Handles are made from FiberComp™ to make them 
lightweight and strong

 < Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes the cutting  
3 times easier compared to standard mechanisms

 < Blade made from extra hard, corrosion resistant steel 
(CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Hook head blades for heavy cutting of fresh wood 

38
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Anvil Lopper (L) L77 Article No 112580 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ to make  
them extremely lightweight and strong

 < SoftGrip™ covered handles for  
increased comfort

 < Patented PowerGear™ mechanism makes  
the cutting 3 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms

 < Upper blade made from high quality hardened carbon 
steel ensuring that they can be sharpened really sharp

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade to reduce 
friction and make cutting and cleaning easier

 < Anvil blade made from cast aluminium enables  
easier cutting of hard, dry wood

50

CUTTING TOOLSLOPPERS

Telescopic Lopper  Article No 112120 Product benefits

 < Strong lightweight extruded aluminium blades 
 < Increased leverage with longer handles
 < Non-stick coated upper blade for easier cutting
 < Handles extend 27cm

Bypass Lopper  Article No 112127 Product benefits

 < Tubular steel handles
 < Non-stick coated upper blade for easier cutting32

32
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Mechanism Blade Handles Cutting 
Capacity

CUTTING TOOLS LOPPERS

PowerStepTM

Anvil Lopper L85 Article no 112850 Weight 690g Length 570mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerStep™

Anvil
Upper: PTFE coated 
Lower: FiberComp™

FiberComp™

SoftGrip™

40 mm 6411501128508

Bypass Lopper, Hook Head (L) L78 Article no 112590 Weight 1060g Length 692mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ II 
Bypass 
Hook

Upper: PTFE coated FiberComp™ 
SoftGrip™

50 mm 6411501125903

Anvil Lopper (L) L77 Article no 112580 Weight 1046g Length 686mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ II 
Anvil

Upper: PTFE coated
Lower: Casted  
aluminium 

FiberComp™ 
SoftGrip™

50 mm 6411501125804

Loppers

Bypass Lopper  Article no 112127  Weight 1200g  Length 800mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Bypass  Non stick coated  
upper blades  

Tubular steel  32 mm 6411501121271

Telescopic Lopper  Article no 112120  Weight 1270g  Length 795mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Bypass  Aluminium blades  Tubular steel 32 mm 6411501121202

Bypass Lopper, Hook Head (M) L74 Article no 112290 Weight 550g Length 545mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ II 
Bypass 
Hook

Upper: PTFE coated FiberComp™ 38 mm 6411501122902

PowerGear™
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UNIvERSAL CUTTERS CUTTING TOOLS

UNIvERSAL 
CUTTERS
Fiskars Universal Garden Cutters are multi-use tools that allow 
accessibility to tree crowns and dense bushes, enabling the 
gardener to trim overhead without needing a ladder or at ground 
level without bending or kneeling. Activate the great cutting power 
with a slide of the orange handle, or when used at maximum 
height, with a pull of the orange ended knob. The adjustable head 
and the lightweight cutting mechanism helps to ensure fast, easy 
and safe pruning.
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CUTTING TOOLS UNIvERSAL CUTTERS

Universal Cutters

Garden Cutter Junior UP53 Article No 115350 Product benefits

 < Long reach shaft makes hard to reach garden tasks 
accessible from a safe standing position

 < Overall length 1.6m 
 < Extremely efficient PowerReel™ mechanism  
makes cutting 12 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms

 < Adjustable cutting angle up to 26º
 < Anvil cutting action for cutting dry and hard wood

32

Tree Cutter Article No 112130 Product benefits

 < Hardened carbon steel blades for extra strength
 < 12" pruning saw included for cutting large branches
 < Adjustable head for different cutting angles
 < Cuts up to 32mm in diameter
 < Overall length of cutter 2.4m extended 

32

Telescopic Garden Cutter UP86 Article No 115560 Product benefits

 < Long reach shaft makes hard to reach garden  
tasks accessible from a safe standing position

 < Shaft length adjustable from 2.4m-4m enabling  
a maximum reach of 6 metres

 < Extremely efficient PowerReel™ mechanism  
makes cutting 12 times easier compared to  
standard mechanisms

 < Adjustable cutting angle up to 230º
 < Bypass cutting action for cutting fresh wood
 < Handy locking mechanism

32

best of the best
reddot
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Mechanism Blade Cutting Head Reach 
Vertically

UNIvERSAL CUTTERS CUTTING TOOLS

Universal Cutters

Telescopic Garden Cutter UP86 Article no 115560 Weight 1900g Length 2416mm Retail box 2 EAN code

PowerReel™ Upper:  
PTFE coated

Bypass approx. 6 m 6411502965638

Garden Cutter Junior UP53 Article no 115350 Weight 780g Length 1610mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerReel™ Upper:  
PTFE coated

Anvil approx. 3.5 m 6411501963505

Tree Cutter  Article no 112130  Weight 1715g  Length 1758mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Cutter Carbon steel blades  Anvil approx. 2.4 m 6411501121301 
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CUTTING TOOLSHEDGE SHEARS

HEDGE 
SHEARS
Fiskars Hedge Shears make light work of trimming hedges and 
bushes making it easier for the gardener to tackle even the 
toughest of hedge cutting tasks.

24



Hedge Shear HS72 Article No 114790 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ to make them 
extremely lightweight and strong

 < PowerGear™ mechanism with FiberComp™  
gear makes cutting 3 times easier compared to  
the standard mechanism

 < Blades made from extra hard, corrosion resistant  
steel (CrMov) ensuring that they stay sharper for longer

 < Non stick PTFE coating on upper blade reduces 
friction and makes cutting and cleaning easier

PowerGear™

Shears

HEDGE SHEARSCUTTING TOOLS

Telescopic Hand Shears  Article No 114221 Product benefits

 < 10" hardened steel blades for lasting sharpness
 < Blade tension adjuster for different width foliage
 < Cushioned bumper to reduce strain
 < Extends 20cm

Notched Shears Article No 114114 Product benefits

 < 9" hardened steel blades
 < Blade tension adjuster for different width foliage
 < Cushioned bumper to reduce strain
 < Ergonomically designed wishbone shaped handles to 
reduce wrist strain

Trimming and Shaping Shears  Article No 114211 Product benefits

 < 8" carbon steel blades
 < Blade tension adjuster for different width foliage
 < Cushioned bumper to reduce strain
 < Non-slip tubular handles for added grip

25



Mechanism Blades Handles Anti-Shock

CUTTING TOOLS HEDGE SHEARS

PowerGear™ 

Hedge Shear HS72 Article no 114790 Weight 630g Length 570mm Retail box 4 EAN code

PowerGear™ Stainless steel 
Upper: PTFE-coated

FiberComp™ N/A 6411501147905

Shears

Telescopic Shears  Article no 114221  Weight 1200g  Length 795mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Telescopic Hardened Steel Tubular handles N/A 6411501142214

Notched Shears Article no 114114 Weight 1000g Length 595mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Shears  Hardened Steel Tubular handles N/A 6411501141149

Trimming and Shaping Shears Article no 114211 Weight 830g Length 630mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Shears  Carbon Steel  Tubular handles N/A 6411501142115
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REEL MOWER LAWN CARE

REEL 
MOWER
Reel Mowers promote greener, healthier lawns by cutting each 
blade of grass cleanly with a scissor like action. This minimises 
moisture loss and exposure to disease. The Reel Mower lets 
you cut grass without noise, uncomfortable vibrations and the 
hazards associated with power driven rotary blades. It is also 
the most environmentally friendly way to cut your lawn.
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Momentum™

Momentum™ Plus Parts
Momentum™ Grass Catcher Article No 113883 Product benefits

 < For use with Fiskars Momentum™ Mower. 
 < Simple to use with convenient handle for  
easy emptying

 < Effective capacity of approx 18 litres 
 < Uv and mildew resistant polyester screen and heavy 
duty steel frame for long lasting performance

 < Simple tool-free assembly to mower

NEW

LAWN CARE REEL MOWER

Additional Information
113880
Weight 23,5kg
Length 1220mm
Retail box 1

EAN code
6411501138804

113883
Weight 1,4kg
Length 540mm
Retail box 4

EAN code
6411501138835

Momentum™ Reel Mower Article No 113880 Product benefits

 < Best in class cutting performance for a superior 
mowing experience

 < StaySharp™ cutting system cuts the grass without  
the blades touching so the mower is easier to push

 < Hardened steel blades with precision  
grounded edges

 < Ergonomic, height adjustable handle with  
padded grip

 < versaCut™ cutting capacity settings from  
2.5 cm to 10 cm

 < The closest side edging of any reel mower
 < 16" cutting width

28



GRASS SHEARS LAWN CARE

GRASS 
SHEARS
Fiskars Grass Shears are ergonomically designed with unique 
user-friendly features. The blades are made from stainless steel 
or carbon steel that are designed to be long lasting and their 
lightweight materials make the shears easy to use. 
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Servo-System™

Single Handed Grass Shear Article No 113680 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make them extremely 
lightweight and strong

 < Servo-System™ mechanism prevents  
the blade from jamming

 < Thumb operated locking mechanism  
for extra safety

 < Cutting angle adjustable 360°

Grass Shear, Long GS46 Article No 113690 Product benefits

 < Handles made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make them extremely 
lightweight and strong

 < Servo-System™ mechanism prevents  
the blade from jamming

 < Thumb operated locking mechanism  
for extra safety

 < Shaft length 1m allowing the gardener to work 
 in an upright position reducing strain

 < Cutting angle adjustable 360°

LAWN CARE GRASS SHEARS

Long Handled Edging Shears  Article No 113310 Product benefits

 < Heat treated carbon steel blades for added strength
 < Cushioned bumper helps reduce strain
 < Comfortable SoftGrip™ handles provide extra grip
 < Long length handles 1m help reduce bending and 
back strain
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113690
Weight 654g
Length 1120mm
Retail box 4

EAN code
6411501966902

Additional Information

113310
Weight 1791g
Length 990mm
Retail box 4

EAN code
6411501133106

113680
Weight 263g
Length 322mm
Retail box 4

EAN code
9411501966803

113320
Weight 1980g
Length 1088mm
Retail box 4

EAN code
6411501133205

LAWN CAREGRASS SHEARS

Long Handled Lawn Shears Article No 113320 Product benefits

 < Heat treated carbon steel blades for added strength
 < Cushioned bumper helps reduce strain
 < Comfortable SoftGrip™ handles provide extra grip
 < Long length handles 1m help reduce bending and 
back strain
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WEED PULLERSLAWN CARE

WEED 
PULLER
The Fiskars Weed Puller is a great invention for removing  
weeds such as dandelions. Its simple design removes the need 
for digging, bending or the use of chemicals. Its deep reaching 
claws grab the root from all directions and remove the weed 
cleanly, removing only a small amount of soil.
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Additional Information

Weed Puller W52 Article No 139910 Product benefits

 < Four deep-reaching stainless steel claws grab  
the root efficiently

 < Ejection system helps to release weed after pulling
 < Eco-friendly weeding without the use of chemicals
 < Allows the gardener to work in an upright position  
to prevent muscle strain and backache

 < Winner GIMA Product of the Year 2011

LAWN CAREWEED PULLERS

Weed Puller

139910
Weight 917g
Length 998mm
Retail box 4

EAN code
6411501969101
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DIGGING TOOLSSTICK TOOLS

DIGGING 
TOOLS
Fiskars Forks and Spades are designed to make work comfortable 
when digging or turning compost. Our range, from Ergo Plus and 
Ergo Comfort to Stainless Steel and Power gives the gardener the 
choice of the right tool to suit their needs.
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STICK TOOLSDIGGING TOOLS

Fiskars ErgoPlus™
Garden Spade (Straight) Article No 131401 Product benefits

 < Straight cutting edge for slicing and cutting  
grass tufts and moving and mixing soil

 < Patented ErgoPlus™ technology has been 
ergonomically designed to ensure maximum  
comfort for the user

 < The 17º angle of the handle means that the hand 
remains in a natural position, helping to reduce  
strain on the hand and wrist

 < The shock absorbant gel padded handle gives 
maximum comfort by providing a warm grip in  
all weather conditions

 < The welded connection between the blade and  
the shaft ensures rigid durability and tool longevity

 < Boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes penetration into the soil easier

 < Lifting angle of 26º

Garden Fork Article No 133401 Product benefits

 < For breaking down soil after digging and for moving 
crops, plants and bulky material (e.g leaves)

 < Patented ErgoPlus™ technology has been 
ergonomically designed to ensure maximum comfort 
for the user

 < The 17º angle of the handle means that the hand 
remains in a natural position, helping to reduce  
strain on the hand and wrist

 < The shock absorbant gel padded handle gives 
maximum comfort by providing a warm grip in  
all weather conditions

 < Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and  
makes penetration into the soil easier

 < Lifting angle of 13º
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Spade (Round) Article No 131402 Product benefits

 < Straight cutting edge for slicing and cutting grass  
tufts and moving and mixing soil

 < The D shaped handle means that it's suitable for  
all hand sizes

 < The rounded steel shaft makes it extremely durable 
 < The welded connection between the blade and  
the shaft ensures rigid durability

 < The boron steel construction adds extra strength  
and makes digging into the soil easy 

Power Digging Spade  Article No 131426 Product benefits

 

 < Maximum power for effortless digging
 < Boron steel head for maximum strength  
and minimum soil adhesion

 < Ultra strong, lightweight steel shaft

DIGGING TOOLSSTICK TOOLS

ErgoComfort

Power Digging 

Garden Digging Fork Article No 133422 Product benefits

 < Suitable for moving garden waste and clippings
 < The D shaped handle means that all hand sizes,  
with or without gloves, can easily use the range  
of products

 < The rounded stainless steel shaft makes it  
extremely durable and rust resistant

 < Boron steel prongs adds extra strength and  
makes penetration into the soil easier

 < Lifting angle of 13º

Power Digging Fork  Article No 133406 Product benefits

 < Maximum power for effortless digging
 < Boron steel head for maximum strength  
and minimum soil adhesion

 < Ultra strong, lightweight steel shaft
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Stainless Steel Digging Spade Article No 131202 Product benefits

 < Polished stainless steel heads enter the  
soil more easily and help prevent rust

 < High quality ash shaft with practical D-shaped 
 handle design

 < Unique comfortable plastic handle 

STICK TOOLSDIGGING TOOLS

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel Digging Fork Article No 133202 Product benefits

 < Polished stainless steel heads enter the  
soil more easily and help prevent rust

 < High quality ash shaft with practical D-shaped  
handle design

 < Unique comfortable plastic handle 

Stainless Steel Border Spade  Article No 131203 Product benefits

 < Polished stainless steel heads enter the  
soil more easily and help prevent rust

 < High quality ash shaft with practical D-shaped  
handle design

 < Unique comfortable plastic handle 

Stainless Steel Border Fork  Article No 133203 Product benefits

 < Polished stainless steel heads enter the  
soil more easily and help prevent rust

 < High quality ash shaft with practical D-shaped  
handle design

 < Unique comfortable plastic handle 
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Shaft Head

STICK TOOLS DIGGING TOOLS

Fiskars ErgoPlusTM

Garden Spade (Straight) Article no 131401 Weight 2000g Length 1250mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Steel
Drop profile
Plastic sleeve

Boron steel 
Welded connection

5905568540546

ErgoComfort

Spade (Round) Article no 131402 Weight 1900g Length 1170mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Steel Boron steel 
Welded connection

5905568024060

Power Digging

Power Digging Spade Article no 131426  Weight 1850g  Length 1100mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Steel Shaft Boron Steel head 5905568314260

Power Digging Fork Article no 133406   Weight 2050g  Length 1100mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Steel Shaft   Boron steel head 5905568334060 

Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel Digging Spade  Article no 131202    Weight 1995g  Length 995mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Wooden Shaft Stainless Steel Head 6411501312020

Stainless Steel Digging Fork  Article no 133202 Weight 1881g  Length 990mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Wooden Shaft Stainless Steel Head 6411501332028

Stainless Steel Border Spade  Article no 131203   Weight 1500g    Length 915mm    Retail box 4 EAN code

Wooden Shaft Stainless Steel Head 6411501312037

Stainless Steel Border Fork  Article no 133203  Weight 1560g    Length 900mm     Retail box 4 EAN code

Wooden Shaft Stainless Steel Head 6411501332035

Garden Fork Article no 133401 Weight 2160g Length 1215mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Steel
Drop profile
Plastic sleeve

4 hardened boron steel prongs 5905568540560

Garden Digging Fork Article no 133422 Weight 2100g Length 1220mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Steel 4 hardened boron steel prongs 6411503312554
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GARDEN DRILL STICK TOOLS

GARDEN 
DRILL
The Fiskars Garden Drill is not only a useful construction tool it 
is also makes many everyday garden tasks simpler. It is the best 
tool for the job when planting flowers or bushes and also when 
aerating and fertilising the ground. It comes in three sizes so you 
can pick the right size to suit specific garden tasks.
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QuikDrill S Article No 134710 Product benefits

 < For planting bulbs, aerating and fertilizing soil  
and installing small posts

 < Drills a smooth edged hole without getting stuck  
on small stones or roots

 < Handle made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make it extremely strong

 < Steel tube shaft for maximum strength
 < Dual cutting action with two optimally angled  
and sharpened blades

 < Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with screws
 < Working diameter 100mmNEW

QuikDrill M Article No 134720 Product benefits

 < For perennial planting, aerating and mixing compost 
and installing medium sized posts

 < Drills a smooth edged hole without getting stuck  
on small stones or roots

 < Handle made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make it extremely strong

 < Steel tube shaft for maximum strength
 < Dual cutting action with two optimally angled  
and sharpened blades

 < Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with screws
 < Working diameter 150mmNEW

QuikDrill L Article No 134730 Product benefits

 < For planting hedges and trees, drilling a compost  
holes and installing large posts

 < Drills a smooth edged hole without getting stuck  
on small stones or roots

 < Handle made from FiberComp™ (a fiberglass 
reinforced polyamide) to make it extremely strong

 < Steel tube shaft for maximum strength
 < Dual cutting action with two optimally angled  
and sharpened blades

 < Plus Parts are attached to the shaft with screws
 < Working diameter 200mmNEW

Plus Parts
 < Switch easily between different garden tasks  
thanks to Fiskars QuikDrill Plus Parts

 < The blades come in 3 sizes and can be combined  
with any Fiskars QuikDrill shaft

 < The interchangable blades extent the usage of  
the original Fiskars QuikDrill to versatile garden tasks  
from the perennial planting to aerating soil

 < Spare parts come with an Alan key 

NEW

Plus Parts in 3 different sizes:
134717 QuikDrill PlusPart S
134727 QuikDrill PlusPart M
134737 QuikDrill PlusPart L

STICK TOOLS GARDEN DRILL

Fiskars QuikDrillTM
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134710
Diameter 100mm
Weight 2100g
Length 1100mm
Retail box 2  

EAN code
5905568347107

134730
Diameter 200mm
Weight 2500g
Length 1100mm
Retail box 2  

EAN code
5905568347305

134727
Diameter 150mm
Weight 320g
Retail box 2  

EAN code
5905568347275

134717
Diameter 100mm
Weight 140g
Retail box 2  

EAN code
5905568347176

134737
Diameter 200mm
Weight 580g
Retail box 2  

EAN code
5905568347374

134720
Diameter 150mm
Weight 2250g
Length 1100mm
Retail box 2  

EAN code
5905568347206

GARDEN DRILL STICK TOOLS

Additional Information
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STICK TOOLS CULTIvATING

CULTIvATING
Fiskars cultivating tools are fit for different purposes around the 
garden, whether it's raking, weeding or cultivating flower beds.
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Stainless Steel Cultivators

CULTIvATING STICK TOOLS

Garden Rake Article No 135404 Product benefits

 < Ideal for the levelling and spreading of soil and gravel
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage
 < SoftGrip™ handle for added grip
 < Extra thick rubber coated shaft

Lawn Rake  Article No 135405 Product benefits

 < For removal of thatch, moss, leaves and  
grass clippings

 < Narrow spring tines for thorough removal of debris
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage
 < SoftGrip™ handle for added grip
 < Extra thick rubber coated shaft

Leaf Rake Article No 135406 Product benefits

 < Ideal for collecting leaves and debris from the garden
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage
 < SoftGrip™ handle for added grip
 < Extra thick rubber coated shaft

Dutch Hoe  Article No 136406 Product benefits

 < Ideal for cultivating and weeding the soil
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage
 < SoftGrip™ handle for added grip
 < Extra thick rubber coated shaft
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CULTIvATINGSTICK TOOLS

Edging Knife  Article No 136408 Product benefits

 < For cutting turf to create a neat lawn
 < For clearing the space between the lawn and hard 
surfaces by stepping on the blade and driving it deep 
into the lawn

Swoe Article No 136409 Product benefits

 < Three bevel edged design to work around  
and behind plants

 < Hanging hole for convenient storage
 < SoftGrip™ handle for added grip
 < Extra thick rubber coated shaft

Draw Hoe Article No 136407 Product benefits

 < Sharpened bevel edged head for tough weeds  
and working the soil

 < Hanging hole for convenient storage
 < SoftGrip™ handle for added grip
 < Extra thick rubber coated shaft
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CULTIvATORS STICK TOOLS

Usage Head Shaft Storage

Stainless Steel

Garden Rake Article no 135404  Weight 905g  Length 1480mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Levelling and spreading soil Stainless 
Steel

Stainless  
Steel

6411501354044

Lawn Rake Article no 135405 Weight 1105g  Length 1620mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Removal of leaves, moss, debris Carbon  
Steel

Stainless  
Steel

6411501354051

Leaf Rake Article no 135406 Weight 900g Length 1700mm    Retail box 4 EAN code

Collecting debris Plastic Stainless  
Steel

6411501354068

Dutch Hoe Article no 136406  Weight 650g  Length 1480mm      Retail box 4 EAN code

Cultivating/Weeding soil Stainless 
Steel

Stainless  
Steel

6411501364067

Draw Hoe Article no 136407 Weight 750g Length 1470mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Working the soil Stainless 
Steel

Stainless  
Steel

6411501364074

Edging Knife Article no 136408 Weight 860g Length 1090mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Edge and neaten lawn Stainless 
Steel

Stainless  
Steel

6411501364081

Swoe Article no 136409 Weight 635g Length 1550mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Working behind plants Stainless 
Steel

Stainless  
Steel

6411501364098
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STICK TOOLS GARDEN LIGHT

GARDEN 
LIGHT
Fiskars produce a range of digging and cultivating tools which are 
lightweight. This helps to reduce strain on the back and rest of the 
body. The aluminium shafts make gardening light work meaning 
more time can be spent enjoying the garden
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Garden Light Digging Spade  Article No 131500 Product benefits

 < Lightweight garden spade for universal garden work 
 < Plastic coated hardened aluminium shaft
 < Hardened boron steel head
 < Ergonomic handle with comfortable, soft plastic coating

Garden Light Digging Fork  Article No 133500 Product benefits

 < Lightweight digging fork for cultivating soil
 < Plastic coated hardened aluminium shaft
 < Boron steel prongs
 < Ergonomic handle with comfortable, soft plastic coating
 < Hanging loop for easy storage

Garden Light Large Lawn Rake Article No 135570 Product benefits

 < Lightweight lawn rake for quick clearing and collection  
of leaves and debris

 < Plastic coated hardened aluminium shaft
 < Drop shaped soft grip handle for optimal grip
 < Hanging loop for easy storage

Garden Light Garden Rake Article No 135510 Product benefits

 < Lightweight rake for smoothing and moving of soil
 < 14 hardened carbon steel spikes
 < Plastic coated hardened aluminium shaft
 < Drop shaped soft grip handle for optimal grip
 < Hanging loop for easy storage

GARDEN LIGHT STICK TOOLS

Garden Light
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Garden Light Patio Knife  Article No 136520 Product benefits

 < Lightweight tool for clearing between tiles in the garden
 < Blade made from hardened boron steel
 < Plastic coated hardened aluminium shaft
 < Drop shaped soft grip handle for optimal grip
 < Hanging loop for easy storage

Garden Light Edging Knife Article No 136505 Product benefits

 < For cutting turf to create neat lawn
 < For clearing the space between the lawn and hard 
surfaces by stepping on the blade and driving it deep 
into the lawn

Garden Light Dutch Hoe Article No 136504 Product benefits

 < For quick and easy wedding in beds, borders  
and vegetable pots

Garden Light Draw Hoe  Article No 136500 Product benefits

 < Lightweight, effective tool for removing weeds  
and breaking up soil

 < Stainless Steel blade
 < Plastic coated hardened aluminium shaft
 < Drop shaped soft grip handle for optimal grip
 < Hanging loop for easy storage

GARDEN LIGHTSTICK TOOLS
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NURSERY TOOLS STICK TOOLS

Shaft Head

Garden Light

Spade (Round) Article no 131500 Weight 1260g Length 1130mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium
Plastic sleeve

Boron steel 
Riveted connection

7317791120606

Large Lawn Rake Article no 135570 Weight 850g Length 1815mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium PBT 5905561335705

Iron Rake Article no 135510 Weight 810g Length 1530mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium Carbon steel 5905568800244

Digging Fork Article no 133500 Weight 1380g Length 1130mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium
Plastic sleeve

4 hardened boron steel prongs 5905561335002

Long Handled Patio Knife Article no 136520 Weight 490g Length 1580mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium Hardened boron steel 5905561365207

Garden Light Edging Knife Article no 136505 Weight 600g Length 995mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Hardened aluminium Aluminium 5905568365057 

Garden Light Dutch Hoe Article no 136504 Weight 650g Length 1620mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium Stainless steel 5010624440910

Garden Light Draw Hoe  Article no 136500 Weight 490g Length 1580mm Retail box 5 EAN code

Hardened aluminium Stainless steel 7317791112601
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STICK TOOLS NURSERY TOOLS

NURSERY 
TOOLS
Fiskars nursery tools are designed for comfortable planting, 
cultivating, weeding and seeding whilst creating minimal 
damage to the soil and root. 
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Trowel Article No 137000 Product benefits

 < Ideal for planting and transplanting
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight and strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Trowel Article No 137200 Product benefits

 < For planting and transplanting in hard ground
 < Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel blade
 < Sharp blade edge for better digging into to the soil
 < Durable and lightweight FiberComp™ body
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Cultivator Article No 137220 Product benefits

 < For aerating and loosening soil
 < Perfect for cleaning and smoothing over small areas
 < Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel prongs 
penetrate even the hardest soil

 < Durable and lightweight FiberComp™ body
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Weed Fork Article No 137230 Product benefits

 < For planting and weeding whilst protecting roots
 < Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel prongs 
penetrates even the hardest soil

 < Durable and lightweight FiberComp™ body
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Transplanter Article No 137210 Product benefits

 < For planting and weeding in hard ground
 < Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
 < Robust, corrosion resistant stainless steel blade
 < Sharp blade edge for better digging into to the soil
 < Durable and lightweight FiberComp™ body
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

NURSERY TOOLS STICK TOOLS

Premium Planters

Nursery Tools

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Power Grip Trowel Article No 137101 Product benefits

 < Soft moulded big grips for added comfort
 < Larger tool heads allow for quicker gardening results
 < Polished aluminium head for minimum soil adhesion
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage

Power Grip Fork Article No 137102 Product benefits

 < Soft moulded big grips for added comfort
 < Larger tool heads allow for quicker gardening results
 < Polished aluminium head for minimum soil adhesion
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage

Power Grip Transplanter  Article No 137103 Product benefits

 < Soft moulded big grips for added comfort
 < Larger tool heads allow for quicker gardening results
 < Polished aluminium head for minimum soil adhesion
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage

Power Grip Claw Article No 137104 Product benefits

 < Soft moulded big grips for added comfort
 < Larger tool heads allow for quicker gardening results
 < Polished aluminium head for minimum soil adhesion
 < Hanging hole for convenient storage

Transplanter Article No 137010 Product benefits

 < Ideal for planting and weeding
 < Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Weed Fork Article No 137030 Product benefits

 < Ideal for planting and weeding whilst protecting roots
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < Prongs can be sharpened
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

STICK TOOLS NURSERY TOOL
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Trowel viola Article No 137120 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
 < Ideal for planting and transplanting
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Transplanter viola Article No 137122 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
 < Ideal for planting and weeding
 < Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the  
tool extremely lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Trowel lily Article No 137121 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
 < Ideal for planting and transplanting
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Transplanter lily Article No 137123 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
 < Ideal for planting and weeding
 < Perfect for use in narrow bed layouts and on balconies
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the  
tool extremely lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Cultivator viola Article No 137124 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
 < Ideal for aerating and loosening soil
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool  
extremely lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Inspiration™

NURSERY TOOLS STICK TOOLS

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Planters Hoe lily Article No 137129 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
 < Ideal for multiple planting and weeding tasks
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Cultivator lily Article No 137125 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
 < Ideal for aerating and loosening soil
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Weed Fork viola Article No 137126 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
 < Ideal for planting and weeding whilst  
protecting roots

 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Planters Hoe viola Article No 137128 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy violet colour
 < Ideal for multiple planting and weeding tasks
 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

Weed Fork lily Article No 137127 Product benefits

 < Fiskars quality in trendy white colour
 < Ideal for planting and weeding whilst  
protecting roots

 < FiberComp™ construction makes the tool extremely 
lightweight but strong

 < FiberComp™ material does not corrode or age
 < Hanging hole for easy storage

STICK TOOLS NURSERY TOOL

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Usage Head Handle Colour

Premium Planters

Trowel Article no 137200 Weight 143g Length 278mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For planting and transplanting  
even in hard ground.

Stainless steel FiberComp™ 
SoftGripTM

Black and orange 6411501372000

Nursery Tools

Trowel Article no 137000 Weight 96g Length 291mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For planting and transplanting. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ Black 6411503460101

PowerGrip

Trowel Article no 137101  Weight 352g  Length 332mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Planting and Transplanting Aluminium Soft Moulded 
Grips

Black/Silver 6411501371010

Transplanter Article no 137210 Weight 109g Length 280mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For planting and weeding even  
in hard ground. 
Narrow bed layouts and balconies.

Stainless steel FiberComp™ 
SoftGripTM

Black and orange 6411501372109

Cultivator Article no 137220 Weight 154g Length 256mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For aerating and loosening soil. 
Cleaning and smoothing small 
areas.

Stainless steel 
prongs

FiberComp™ 
SoftGripTM

Black and orange 6411501372208

Weed Fork Article no 137230 Weight 124g Length 242mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For root-protective planting  
and weeding. 

Stainless steel 
brongs

FiberComp™ 
SoftGripTM

Black and orange 6411501372307

Transplanter Article no 137010 Weight 82g Length 291mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For planting and weeding. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ Black 6411503460200

Weed Fork Article no 137030 Weight 89g Length 263mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For root-protective planting  
and weeding.

FiberComp™ FiberComp™ Black 6411502460409

Fork  Article no 137102  Weight 295g Length 324mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

For root protective planting  
and weeding

Aluminium Soft Moulded 
Grips

Black/Silver 6411501371027

Transplanter Article no 137103 Weight 290g Length 332mm    Retail box 4 EAN code

For planting and weeding Aluminium Soft Moulded 
Grips

Black/Silver 6411501371034

Claw Article no 137104 Weight 240g Length 370mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For aerating and loosing soil Aluminium Soft Moulded 
Grips

Black/Silver 6411501371041

NURSERY TOOLS STICK TOOLS
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Usage Head Handle Colour

Inspiration™

Trowel viola Article no 137120 Weight 96g Length 291mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For planting and transplanting. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ violet 6411501371201

Trowel lily Article no 137121 Weight 96g Length 291mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For planting and transplanting. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ White 6411501371218

Transplanter viola Article no 137122 Weight 82g Length 291mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For planting and weeding. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ violet 6411501371225

Transplanter lily Article no 137123 Weight 82g Length 291mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For planting and weeding. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ White 6411501371232

Cultivator viola Article no 137124 Weight 89g Length 276mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For aerating and loosening soil. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ violet 6411501371249

Cultivator lily Article no 137125 Weight 89g Length 276mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For aerating and loosening soil. FiberComp™ FiberComp™ White 6411501371256

Weed Fork viola Article no 137126 Weight 89g Length 263mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For root-protective planting and 
weeding.

FiberComp™ FiberComp™ violet 6411501371263

Weed Fork lily Article no 137127 Weight 89g Length 263mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For root-protective planting and 
weeding.

FiberComp™ FiberComp™ White 6411501371270

Planters Hoe viola Article no 137128 Weight 168g Length 322mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For breaking up soil, cultivating 
plants and weeding. 

FiberComp™ FiberComp™ violet 6400501371287

Planters Hoe lily Article no 137129 Weight 168g Length 322mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For breaking up soil, cultivating 
plants and weeding. 

FiberComp™ FiberComp™ White 6411501371294

STICK TOOLS NURSERY TOOL
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STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT

FISkARS
QUIkFIT
Fiskars QuikFit™ is a range of products with interchangeable 
heads and handles for a variety of garden tasks from cutting to 
cultivating and from raking to snow care. The Fiskars QuikFitTM 
locking mechanism allows the gardener to lock, unlock or eject  
easily the heads in one swift movement. 

Fiskars QuikFit™ Locking system - winner of the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2010.
The QuikFit™ mechanism ensures effortless change of heads for rakes, cultivators, hoes, weeders, saws etc. 
The heads attach to the shaft and the device is immediately ready for your use.
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3 Prong Cultivator Article No 136511 Product benefits

 < For cultivating, scarifying, aerating and  
breaking up soil

 < Suitable for seed bed preparation and maintenance
 < Hardened carbon steel blade
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

3 Prong Hoe Article No 136512 Product benefits

 < Dual tool for cultivating, scarifying, aerating and 
breaking up soil

 < Suitable for seed bed preparation and maintenance
 < Hardened boron steel blade
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

Push-Pull Weeder Article No 139970 Product benefits

 < Useful for weeding as it loosens the soil simply  
by pushing and pulling back and forth

 < Boron steel head
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

Lawn Spiker Article No 136524 Product benefits

 < Used for aerating smaller, narrower lawns. Allows 
nutrients to penetrate the lawn and helps seed, 
fertiliser, water, air and light to reach the grass roots

 < Hardened steel blades
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Cultivator Heads

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS
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Hoe Article No 136503 Product benefits

 < Efficient tool for removing weeds between rows  
of plants or breaking up the soil

 < Stainless steel blade
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

3 Function Hoe Article No 136513 Product benefits

 < For working around stems and in narrow spaces
 < Blade is sharpened on 3 sides to assist cultivating  
at different angles

 < Hardened boron steel blade 
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

Dutch Hoe (130mm) Article No 136502 Product benefits

 < Sharp, ground weeding blade for removing weeds, 
breaking up soil, creating seed rows or removing  
moss from patios

 < Hardened boron steel blade
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

Grubber Article No 136517 Product benefits

 < For cultivating and aerating garden flower beds
 < Hardened carbon steel blade
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT
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Soil Rake (14 Prongs) Article No 135511 Product benefits

 < For raking, levelling or smoothing seed beds  
which cover a wider area

 < 14 hardened carbon steel spikes
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Soil Rake (16 Prongs) Article No 135512 Product benefits

 < For raking, levelling or smoothing seed beds  
which cover a wider area

 < 16 hardened carbon steel spikes
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Leaf Rake (22 Prongs) Article No 135201 Product benefits

 < For removing loose moss and grass cuttings  
from the lawn

 < 22 flexible steel sprongs
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Leaf Rake (Small) Article No 135551 Product benefits

 < Convenient small leaf rake for clearing around narrow 
beds and borders

 < Tines work in a pulling direction providing more 
comfort with less effort

 < 11 soft and flexible tines of high quality PBT  
plastic that will withstand bending

 < Can be used with all standard shafts

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS

Rake Heads
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Rose Rake Article No 135501 Product benefits

 < Unique head shape allows the gardener to  
work between plants and stems without  
damaging the plants

 < Ideal for narrow bed layouts
 < 10 teeth of hardened boron steel
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Aerator Rake (Single Edge) Article No 135513 Product benefits

 < For removing moss and thatch from lawn areas
 < Hardened carbon steel head
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Gather Rake Article No 135514 Product benefits

 < Wide rake for gathering leaves and cutting  
waste from lawn areas

 < Hardened carbon steel head
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Universal Rake Article No 135051 Product benefits

 < For raking and clearing long loose grass and  
for working the soil

 < Also for making planting beds by levelling the ground 
and sand and packing down the soil

 < The essential tool for finishing the surface  
before sowing seeds

 < 12 FiberComp™ teeth designed at a specific  
angle to help with ergonomic posture

 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Leaf Rake (Large) Article No 135013 Product benefits

 < Wide rake for gathering fallen leaves and  
grass cuttings

 < Tines work in a pulling direction providing more 
comfort with less effort

 < 25 soft and flexible tines of high quality PBT  
plastic that will withstand bending

 < Can be used with all standard shafts

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT
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Patio Knife Article No 136521 Product benefits

 < Ideal tool for removing grass, moss and weeds  
from between slabs, block paving, wall corners  
and steps

 < Blade of hardened boron steel
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

Lawn Edge Trimmer Article No 136526 Product benefits

 < For clearing the space between the lawn and  
hard surfaces by stepping on the blade and  
driving it deep into the lawn

 < For edging the borders
 < Hardened boron steel head with flat top
 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

Dual Wheel Rotary Lawn Edger Article No 136523 Product benefits

 < Sharp blades cut off any over hanging grass smoothly 
for clean edges

 < Dual wheel helps to shape the surface or  
edges perfectly

 < Can be used with all standard and small shafts

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS

Edgers and knife Heads
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Weed Extractor Article No 137522 Product benefits

 < For removing weeds such as dandelions
 < Ideal for narrow bed layouts
 < Boron steel head
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Standard Fork Article No 137552 Product benefits

 < For transplanting, cultivating and weeding
 < Boron steel head
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Nursery Tool Heads

Wire Fork Article No 137542 Product benefits

 < For transplanting, cultivating and weeding
 < Carbon steel head
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Trowel Article No 137512 Product benefits

 < For planting and transplanting
 < Boron steel head
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Angled 3 Prong Cultivator Article No 136515 Product benefits

 < For loosening and aerating plant beds to  
optimise nutrient distribution

 < Tool design protects plants roots
 < Carbon steel head
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT
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3 Prong Cultivator Article No 136516 Product benefits

 < For loosening and aerating plant beds to  
optimise nutrient distribution

 < Tool design protects plants roots
 < Carbon steel head
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Double Patio Scraper Article No 137562 Product benefits

 < versatile use on patios and for removing grass, moss 
and weeds from between tiles and slabs

 < Can also be used to cultivate plant beds
 < Boron steel blades with carbon steel thong
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Double Hoe Article No 137572 Product benefits

 < versatile use with dual functionality
 < For breaking up soil, cultivating plant beds  
and weeding

 < Boron steel blades with carbon steel thong
 < Can be used with small and medium shafts

Patio Broom Article No 135531 Product benefits

 < For sweeping large areas on terraces and patios
 < Wide scrubbing brush with robust bristles
 < Body material of PP plastic
 < Can be used with all standard shafts

Paving Brush Article No 135522 Product benefits

 < For removing moss and weeds from between  
paving slabs

 < Steel bristles to scrub paving and slabs
 < Additional front blade to remove tight moss and dirt
 < Lightweight FiberComp™ construction which is more 
durable and resistant to moisture

NEW

Path Cleaning

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS
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Curved Saw Article No 136527 Product benefits

 < Pull saw with branch hook
 < Designed for reaching tasks - suitable for use  
with the QuikFit™ Telescopic Shafts 136032  
and 136042

 < Hook end blade ensures steadiness and keeps  
the saw from slipping, whilst the lower cutting  
knife ensures a clean and precise cut from below

 < FiberComp™ slider and adaptor
 < Hardened steel blade. Length 360mm
 < Steel cutting knife

Straight Saw Article No 136528 Product benefits

 < For sawing tasks in the garden
 < Specifically designed for use with the 30cm  
Handle 136012

 < FiberComp™ slider and adaptor
 < Hardened steel blade. Length 345mm

Tree Care

Snow Pusher Article No 143210 Product benefits

 < Ideal for clearing snow from steps and patios
 < Scoop of PP plastic with aluminium edge

Fruit Picker Article No 136950 Product benefits

 < Broad opening, optimal design which directs  
the fruit to the end of the tips for easy pulling  
from the branch

 < Cotton bag, which can be removed for washing
 < FiberComp™ lightweight design for  
added durability

 < Can be used with regular or telescopic shafts

NEW

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT
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Medium Graphite Shaft Article No 136022 Product benefits

 < Shorter shaft can be used with nursery tools, 
cultivators and hoes

 < Tear drop profile shape featuring a mid position sleeve 
and SoftGrip™ handle for optimum comfort

 < Graphite painted shaft
 < A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds

Telescopic Graphite Shaft Article No 136032 Product benefits

 < Especially designed for hard to reach tasks in  
the garden with a reach of up to 6m

 < A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds

 < Dual locking system for maximum safety
 < Lightweight aluminium

Medium Telescopic Shaft Article No 136042 Product benefits

 < Especially designed for hard to reach tasks in  
the garden with a reach of up to 4m

 < A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds

 < Dual locking system for maximum safety
 < Lightweight aluminium
 < Fits conveniently into most cars

NEW

Terracotta Shaft Article No 136002 Product benefits

 < Tear drop profile shape hardened aluminium shaft with 
SoftGrip™ handle for optimum comfort

 < Hanging loop for easy storage
 < Terracotta painted shaft
 < A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds

Graphite Shaft Article No 136001 Product benefits

 < Tear drop profile shape hardened aluminium shaft with 
SoftGrip™ handle for optimum comfort

 < Hanging loop for easy storage
 < Graphite painted shaft
 < A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS

Shafts
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Adaptor

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT

Small Handle Article No 136012 Product benefits

 < Handle for use with Fiskars QuikFit™ Nursery Tools 
with a sturdy and comfortable grip

 < Aluminium tear drop shaped frame with FiberComp™ 
and a SoftGrip™ handle

 < A unique automatic lock makes the tool ready  
to use in seconds

Universal Adaptor Article No 130000 Product benefits

 < For connecting a variety of interchangeable heads 
produced by other manufacturers

 < Lightweight FiberComp™
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Usage Head Working width Recommended 
Shaft

Cultivator Heads

3 Prong Cultivator Article no 136511 Weight 417g Length 305mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For cultivating,  
scarifying, aerating, and 
breaking-up soil

3 carbon steel 
prongs 

125 mm All shafts: 
136001,136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568540423

3 Prong Hoe Article no 136512 Weight 507g Length 305mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For cultivating,  
scarifying, aerating, and 
breaking-up soil

3 carbon steel 
prongs

125 mm All shafts:  
136001, 136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568540416

Lawn Spiker Article no 136524 Weight 512g Length 305mm Retail box 2 EAN code

For aerating smaller 
lawns where access  
is narrow

Hardened steel 305 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

6411501365248

Hoe Article no 136503 Weight 254g Length 250mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For removing weeds 
between rows of plants, 
or breaking up the soil

Stainless steel 250 mm All shafts:  
136001, 136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568540379

Grubber Article no 136517 Weight 330g Length 260mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For cultivating and aerat-
ing in garden and flower 
beds

Carbon steel 85 mm All shafts:  
136001, 136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568365170

Push-Pull Weeder Article no 139970 Weight 358g Length 250mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For weeding; loosens the 
soil simply by pushing 
and pulling back and 
forth

Steel 155 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540409

Dutch Hoe Article no 136502 Weight 241g Length 295mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For removing weed, 
breaking up soil, creating 
seed rows, or removing 
moss from the patio

Boron steel 125 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540362

3 Function Hoe Article no 136513 Weight 241g Length 315mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For weeding; loosens the 
soil simply by pushing 
and pulling back and 
forth

Boron steel 130 mm All shafts:  
136001, 136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568540430

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS
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Usage Head Working width Recommended 
Shaft

Rake Heads

Soil Rake (14 Prongs) Article no 135511 Weight 428g Length 205mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For raking, levelling or 
smoothing seedbeds 
covering a wider area

Carbon steel
14 spikes

360 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540300

Soil Rake (16 Prongs) Article no 135512 Weight 493g Length 205mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For raking, levelling or 
smoothing seedbeds 
covering a wider area

Carbon steel
16 spikes

400 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540317

Leaf Rake (Small) Article no 135551 Weight 160g Length 310mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For clearing around  
narrow beds and 
borders

PBT plastic
11 tines

220 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

6411501355515

Leaf Rake (22 Prongs) Article no 135201 Weight 445g Length 470mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For clearing around  
narrow beds and 
borders

PBT plastic
11 tines

220 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

6411501352019

Leaf Rake (Large) Article no 135013 Weight 290g Length 320mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For gathering fallen  
leaves and grass  
cuttings

PBT plastic
25 tines

520 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

6411501350138

Aerator Rake (Single Edge) Article no 135513 Weight 961g Length 270mm Retail box 2 EAN code

For removing moss and 
thatch from lawn areas

Carbon steel 365 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540324

Gather Rake Article no 135514 Weight 1017g Length 175mm Retail box 2 EAN code

For gathering leaves and 
cutting waste from lawn 
areas

35 carbon  
steel tines

570 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540331

Rose Rake Article no 135501 Weight 233g Length 225mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For working between 
plants and stems

Boron steel 
6 teeth

245 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568540355

Universal Rake Article no 135051 Weight 260g Length 152mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For raking and cleaning 
long loose grass and 
working the soil

FiberComp™

12 teeth
410 mm Shafts: 136001, 

136002
6411501350510

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT
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Usage Head Working width Recommended 
Shaft

Edgers and knife Heads

Patio Knife Article no 136521 Weight 136g Length 250mm Retail box 6 EAN code

Ideal tool for remov-
ing grass, moss, and 
weed from between 
slabs, block paving, wall 
corners and stairs

Hardened 
boron steel

70 mm All shafts:  
136001, 136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568540393

Lawn Edge Trimmer Article no 136526 Weight 398g Length 260mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For clearing the space 
between lawn and  
hard surfaces.
Also for edging borders

Hardened 
boron steel

195 mm All shafts:  
136001, 136002, 
136022, 136012

5905568540454

Dual Wheel Rotary Lawn Edger Article no 136523 Weight 488g Length 350mm Retail box 2 EAN code

Cut off overhanging 
grass smoothly for clean 
edges

Sharpened 
blade

160 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

6411501365231

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS

Nursery Tool Heads

Weed Extractor Article no 137522 Weight 225g Length 328mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For removing weeds 
such as dandelions  
and burdocks

Boron steel 35 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568375223

Standard Fork Article no 137552 Weight 215g Length 273mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For transplanting,  
cultivating and weeding

Boron steel 77 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568375520

Wire Fork Article no 137542 Weight 260g Length 295mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For transplanting,  
cultivating and weeding

Carbon steel 78 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568375421

Trowel Article no 137512 Weight 260g Length 318mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For planting and  
transplanting

Boron steel 73 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568375124

Angled 3 Prong Cultivator Article no 136515 Weight 235g Length 305mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For root-protective 
loosening and aerating of 
plant beds

Carbon steel 90 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568365156

3 Prong Cultivator Article no 136516 Weight 240g Length 273mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For root-protective 
loosening and aerating of 
plant beds 

Carbon steel 56 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568365163

Double Patio Scraper Article no 137562 Weight 220g Length 187mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For removing grass, 
moss and weeds from 
between tiles and slabs

Boron steel 53 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568375629

Double Hoe Article no 137572 Weight 205g Length 187mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For breaking up soil and 
cultivating plant beds as 
well as weeding

Boron steel 53 mm Shafts: 136022, 
136012

5905568375728
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Usage Head Working width Recommended 
Shaft

Tree Care

Curved Saw Article no 136527 Weight 310g Length 550mm Retail box 6 EAN code

Branch hook and pull 
saw

Hardened  
steel blade
Steel  
cutting knife
Hook-end blade

N/A Telescopic shaft 
136032

5905568365279

Straight Saw Article no 136528 Weight 260g Length 520mm Retail box 6 EAN code

For versatile sawing 
tasks in the garden
Pull action

Hardened steel  N/A 30 cm handle 
136012

5905568365286

Fruit Picker Article no 136950 Weight 250g Length 320mm Retail box 6  EAN code

For easy picking of fruits Cotton bag, 
Fibercomposite 
frame

Shafts: 136001, 
136002, 136032

5905568369505

STICK TOOLSFISkARS QUIkFIT

Snow Pusher Article no 143210 Weight 510g Length 320mm Retail box 2 EAN code

For clearing snow from 
steps and pations

PP plastic 
Aluminium list

360 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

6411501432100

Paving Brush Article no 135522 Weight 160g Length 185mm Retail box 6  EAN code

For removing moss and 
weeds from between 
paving slabs

Steel bristles
FiberCompTM 
frame

Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568355225

Path Cleaning

Patio Broom Article no 135531 Weight 640g Length 350mm Retail box 2 EAN code

For sweeping large areas 
on terrace and patios

PP plastic 470 mm Shafts: 136001, 
136002

5905568450447
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Usage Head Working width Locking

Shafts

Telescopic Graphite Shaft Article no 136032 Weight 1470g Length 220 - 400cm Retail box 4 EAN code

High up tasks in the 
garden such sawing and 
fruit picking

Aluminium Aluminium Dual locking  
mechanism

5905568360328

Adaptor

Universal Adaptor Article no 130000 Weight 71g Length 17.1cm Retail box 6 EAN code

Connects different heads FiberComp™ N/A QuikFit 6411501300003

Medium Telescopic Shaft Article no 136042 Weight 1000g Length 140 - 240cm Retail box 6  EAN code

High up tasks in the 
garden such sawing and 
fruit picking

Aluminium Aluminium Dual locking  
mechanism

5905568360427

Terracotta Shaft Article no 136002 Weight 475g Length 156cm Retail box 6 EAN code

Universal tasks in garden Hardened 
Aluminium

SoftGrip™ QuikFit 5905568540478

Graphite Shaft Article no 136001 Weight 475g Length 156cm Retail box 6 EAN code

Universal tasks in garden Hardened 
Aluminium

SoftGrip™ QuikFit 5905568540461

Medium Graphite Shaft Article no 136022 Weight 290g Length 84.5cm Retail box 6 EAN code

Universal tasks in  
garden and in flower 
beds

Hardened 
Aluminium

SoftGrip™ QuikFit 5905568360229

Small Handle Article no 136012 Weight 165g Length 30.5cm Retail box 6 EAN code

Ideal for nursery tools. Aluminium SoftGrip™ QuikFit 5905568360120

FISkARS QUIkFITSTICK TOOLS
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WOOD PREPARATIONAXES

AXES
The Fiskars Axe range is a true evolution of craftsmanship 
consisting of different axes for various needs, camping, 
carpentry, chopping or splitting.

Axe range GIMA 
award 2011 finalist
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Chopping Axes
Camping Axe X5 Article No 121121 Product benefits

 < Ideal for hikers and other outdoor activities
 < A small, light axe that can be easily carried  
in your bag or on your belt

 < Perfect balance between the head and shaft for  
the most safe, comfortable and efficient use

 < Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable

 < Optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip

 < Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from 
slipping, allowing the hand to slide down the  
handle easily whilst ensuring that it stops  
comfortably at the end

 < With canvas sheath

best of the best
reddot

AXESWOOD PREPARATION

Carpenters Axe X10 Article No 121440 Product benefits

 < Specially designed for carpenters and  
construction workers

 < 30° cutting bevel angle for chopping axes
 < Perfect balance between the head and shaft for  
the most safe, comfortable and efficient use

 < Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable

 < Optimal anti shock surface structure ensures  
a comfortable, firm grip

 < Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from 
slipping, allowing the hand to slide down the  
handle easily whilst ensuring that it stops comfortably 
at the end

 < With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage

best of the best
reddot

Chopping Axe X15 Article No 121460 Product benefits

 < Specially designed for forestry work: Wide and slim 
blade helps to cut live branches and tree limbs

 < 30° cutting bevel angle for chopping axes
 < Perfect balance between the head and shaft for the 
most safe, comfortable and efficient use

 < Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable

 < Optimal anti shock surface structure ensures  
a comfortable, firm grip

 < Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from 
slipping, allowing the hand to slide down the  
handle easily whilst ensuring that it stops comfortably 
at the end

 < With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage

best of the best
reddot
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WOOD PREPARATIONAXES

Splitting Axes
Splitting Axe X17 Article No 122460 Product benefits

 < For splitting medium size logs
 < 35° convex cutting bevel angle for splitting axes - the 
convex shape strengthens the edge to make it less 
sensitive to fracture

 < Perfect balance between the head and shaft for  
the most safe, comfortable and efficient use

 < Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable

 < Optimal anti shock surface structure ensures  
a comfortable, firm grip

 < Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from 
slipping, allowing the hand to slide down the  
handle easily whilst ensuring that it stops comfortably 
at the end

 < With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage

best of the best
reddot

Splitting Axe X25 Article No 122480 Product benefits

 < For splitting large logs
 < 35° convex cutting bevel angle for splitting  
axes - the convex shape strengthens the edge  
to make it less sensitive to fracture

 < Perfect balance between the head and shaft for  
the most safe, comfortable and efficient use

 < Ultra light and durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the axe virtually unbreakable

 < Optimal anti shock surface structure ensures  
a comfortable, firm grip

 < Hooked end of the handle prevents the axe from 
slipping, allowing the hand to slide down the handle 
easily whilst ensuring that it stops comfortably at  
the end

 < With plastic sheath for easy carrying and storage

best of the best
reddot

Brush Hook X3  Article No 126003 Product benefits

 < For thinning trees and thing out thicker branches 
 < Ultra light durable FiberComp™ handle minimises 
fatigue and makes the tool virtually unbreakable

 < Optimal anti shock surface structure ensures a 
comfortable, firm grip

 < Hooked end of the handle prevents slipping,  
allowing the hand to slide down the handle easily 
whilst ensuring that it stops comfortably at the end
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Splitting Wedge  Article No 120020 Product benefits

 < Helicoidally shaped which makes the wood burst 
easier reducing the need to use several wedges 

 < Rounded head to avoid material fragmentation 
 < Anti return slot
 < Made with forged steel

Xsharp™ Axe and Knife Sharpener Article No 120740 Product benefits

 < Regular maintenance keeps your Fiskars Axes  
sharp and safe

 < Ceramic grind stone has clearly indicated cutting 
grooves for either axes or knives

 < Optimised sharpening angle for blades with easy to 
use mechanism

AXESWOOD PREPARATION

NEW
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Usage Shaft / Handle Blade

Universal Chopping Axes

Camping Axe X5 Article no 121121 Weight 480g Length 228mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For woodcraft, carpentry, 
pruning, cutting and making 
kindling

FiberComp™
AntiShock
SoftGrip™

Carbon steel 
PTFE coating

6411501211217

Splitting Axes

Splitting Axe X17 Article no 122460 Weight 1570g Length 599mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For splitting logs into firewood FiberComp™
AntiShock
SoftGrip™

Carbon steel 
PTFE coating

6411501224606

Carpenters Axe X10 Article no 121440 Weight 760g Length 440mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For woodcraft, carpentry, 
pruning, cutting and making 
kindling

FiberComp™
AntiShock
SoftGrip™

Carbon steel 
PTFE coating

6411501214409

Chopping Axe X15 Article no 121460 Weight 1520g Length 599mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For woodcraft, carpentry, prun-
ing, cutting and logging

FiberComp™
AntiShock
SoftGrip™

Carbon steel 
PTFE coating

6411501214607

Splitting Axe X25 Article no 122480 Weight 2430g Length 722mm Retail box 2 EAN code

For splitting logs into firewood FiberComp™
AntiShock
SoftGrip™

Carbon steel 
PTFE coating

6411501224804

Brush Hook  Article no 126003  Weight 565g  Length 555mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Trimming and thinning out large 
branches   

FiberComp™
AntiShock
SoftGrip™

Carbon steel 
PTFE coating

6411501260031

Axe Sharpener  Article no 127040 Weight 90g Length 165mm Retail box 4  EAN code

Maintenance of axes and knifes   N/A  N/A  6411501207401 

Splitting Wedge  Article no 120020  Weight 2200g   Length 210mm  Retail box 4 EAN code

Splitting of logs N/A  N/A  6411501200204 

WOOD PREPARATIONAXES
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WOOD PREPARATION SAWS

SAWS
Fiskars saws have teeth designed especially for wood. 
Prune branches and clear foliage in difficult positions safely 
with a lightweight saw. The new Fiskars Xtract™ range 
features a unique retractable mechanism with integrated 
belt clip making them safe to carry and easy to store.
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Xtract™ Garden Saw (S) SW73 Article No 123870 Product benefits

 < Efficiently saws fresh wood
 < New design with handy belt clip  
which retracts when in use

 < SoftGripTM handle ensures a safe grip
 < Finger guard protects fingers from sliding to  
the blade part

 < Blade length 160 mm
 < Cuts on the pull stroke

NEW

Xtract™ Garden Saw (L) SW75 Article No 123880 Product benefits

 < Efficiently saws fresh wood
 < New design with handy belt clip  
which retracts when in use

 < SoftGripTM handle ensures a safe grip
 < Finger guard protects fingers from sliding to  
the blade part

 < Blade length 255 mm
 < Large cutting capacity up to 120 mm
 < Cuts on the pull strokeNEW

SAWS WOOD PREPARATION

Saws

Xtract™ Builders Saw SW72 Article No 123860 Product benefits

 < Fine teeth for cutting wood strips and boards
 < New design with handy belt clip  
which retracts when in use

 < SoftGripTM handle ensures a safe grip
 < Finger guard protects fingers from sliding to  
the blade part

 < Blade length 160 mm
 < Cuts on the pull stroke

NEW

24" Bow Saw SW31 Article No 124810 Product benefits

 < Excellent for sawing stems and thicker branches
 < Curved nose enables cutting in hard to each or  
difficult positions

 < Cuts on both the push and pull stroke with  
unique 'plane toothing'

 < Plastic protector for safe transportation

Bow Saws
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Description Cutting Action Blade Handle

Saws

Xtract™ Garden Saw (L) SW75 Article no 123880 Weight 230g Length 330mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For cutting fresh  
branches 

Pull 255 mm     
Hardened steel
Retractable

FiberComp™
SoftGrip™

6411501238801

Xtract™ Garden Saw (S) SW73 Article no 123870 Weight 130g Length 223mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For cutting fresh  
branches 

Pull 160 mm       
Hardened steel
Retractable

FiberComp™
SoftGrip™

6411501238702

Xtract™ Builders Saw SW72 Article no 123860 Weight 127g Length 223mm Retail box 4  EAN code

For sawing dry/building 
material

Pull 160 mm      
Hardened steel
Retractable

FiberComp™
SoftGrip™

6411501238603

Bow Saws

24" Bow Saw SW31 Article no 124810 Weight 635g Length 695mm Retail box 4 EAN code

For sawing stems and 
thicker branches

Push and pull Spare blade 
available

Steel 5702264141011

SAWSWOOD PREPARATION
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SNOW TOOLS

SNOW 
TOOLS
Fiskars offers a wide range of snow tools including spades, 
sledges and shovels for all kinds of snow work for home  
and professional use. Fiskars Snow Light tools are made  
of lightweight materials in order to make the work easier  
by lessening the strain on your back. 
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Light Snow Pusher Article No 145020 Product benefits

 < Aluminium shaft with plastic coating
 < Ergonomically designed handle
 < Reinforced scoop of PP plastic
 < Aluminium scope edge

SNOW TOOLS

Snow Sledges
Snow Sledge Article No 143020 Product benefits

 < Lightweight snow sleigh making snow work easier
 < Long and thick steel tube handle
 < Improved handle angle and additional bend to  
help improve comfort during use

 < Injection moulded scope for high stability  
and lightness

 < Tough zinc coated steel scope edge

Snow Pushers

Snow Shovels and Spades
Snow Spade Article No 141000 Product benefits

 < Composite shaft
 < Ergonomically designed handle
 < Reinforced PP plastic scope prevents  
the snow from sticking to the blade

 < Aluminium scope edge

Light Snow Spade Article No 142070 Product benefits

 < Aluminium shaft with ergonomic plastic coating
 < Ergonomically designed handle
 < Reinforced polyethylene plastic scope prevents  
the snow from sticking to the blade

 < Aluminium scope edge
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SNOW TOOLS

Snow Light Car Spade Article No 141020 Product benefits

 < Aluminium shaft with ergonomic plastic coating
 < Ergonomically designed handle
 < Hardened aluminium blade

Garden Light Shovel  Article No 132500 Product benefits

 < Lightweight garden shovel for lighter garden work
 < The D shaped handle means that all hand sizes,  
with or without gloves, can comfortably use the 
product

 < Oval shaped aluminium shaft with a plastic coating 
makes it lightweight, resistant to rust, helps to 
maximise the grip and insulates from the cold

 < Blade made from boron steel for added strength

Foldable Spade  Article No 131320 Product benefits

 < Handy and practical spade
 < Works as a spade and as a hoe
 < Canvas sheath for safe storage and protection 
 < Durable spade of hardened boron steel, hardened 
aluminium and plastic

 < Easy to fold and unfold
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Shaft Head Handle

Snow Sledges

Snow Pushers

Snow Shovels and Spades

SNOW TOOLS

Snow Sledge Article no 143020 Weight 4160g Length 1495mm Retail box 6 EAN code

Steel PP plastic
Reinforced edge

Steel 6411503237802

Snow Light Snow Pusher Article no 145020 Weight 1730g Length 1500mm Retail box 3 EAN code

Aluminium
Plastic sleeve

PP plastic
Reinforced edge

Polypropylene
D-handle

7317794925000

Snow Spade Article no 141000 Weight 1400g Length 1400mm Retail box 6 EAN code

Composite PP plastic
Reinforced edge

Polypropylene
D-handle

6411503235808

Snow Light Snow Spade Article no 142070 Weight 1050g Length 1310mm Retail box 3 EAN code

Aluminium
Plastic sleeve

PP plastic
Reinforced edge

Polypropylene
D-handle

7317792359029

Snow Light Car Spade Article no 141020 Weight 750g Length 715mm Retail box 3 EAN code

Aluminium
Plastic sleeve

Aluminium Polypropylene
D-handle

7317794310004

Foldable Spade Article no 131320 Weight 1016g Length 246-590mm Retail box 4 EAN code

Aluminium Boron Steel Head Polypropylene
D-handle

6411503275019

Garden Light Shovel  Article no 132500  Weight 1500g  Length 1270mm  Retail box 5 EAN code

Aluminium Boron Steel Head Polypropylene
D-handle

7317791118603
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GLOVES

GLOvES
Fiskars have a range of garden gloves to suit both male and female.
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Garden Gloves Article No 160000 Product benefits

 < Suitable when chopping wood, sawing and for  
other work in the garden

 < Split leather, palm, black drill cotton with full  
cotton lining for more comfort

Ladies Garden Gloves Article No 160001 Product benefits

 < Suitable when chopping wood, sawing and for  
other work in the garden

 < Split leather, palm, black drill cotton with full  
cotton lining for more comfort

GLOVES

Gloves

Additional Information
160000
Weight 110g
Length 260mm
Retail box 10

EAN code
6411501600004

160001
Weight 110g
Length 260mm
Retail box 10

EAN code
6411501600011
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CHOPPING vS. SPLITTING WHICH TOOL FOR WHICH TASk

Chopping axe: The Axe X15 
Chopping Axe’s thin, wide  edge 
ensures a clean, easy cut in fresh, 
resinous wood, like spruce or pine.

Splitting axe: The Axe X17 and 
X25 Splitting axe features a unique 
cutting edge that easily slices into 
the wood, which the thick axe 
blade then pushes apart.

ANvIL vS. BYPASS

Bypass: Both blade and 
counter blade press into the 
wood to make a clean cut  
with less compression damage 
(cutting blade bypasses  
counter blade in a scissors-like 
action). Possible to cut close  
to the stem. Best suitable for 
fresh wood.

Anvil: Upper blade is forced 
through the wood with greater 
pressure as the anvil blade  
supports the branch and 
spreads the pressure until  
the cut is complete. Best 
suitable for dry or dead wood.

EDUCATION

Loppers are 
particularly 
suited for 
cutting 
thicker 
branches.

Universal 
cutters help 
you reach 
difficult 
spots.

The saw is 
particularly suited 
for removing thick 
(over Ø 5 cm) 
branches.

An axe is good for 
cutting the thickest 
branches and 
splitting firewood.

SingleStep pruner 
111260 Ø 16 mm

Universal Cutter 115360 Ø 32 mm
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PowerGear™
Pruner PRO 111540 Ø 26 mm

By selecting the right tool 
for the job you save energy 
and ensure the wellbeing 
of your plants.

Ø 50 mmPowerGearTM II Lopper M 112290

Ø 50 mmPowerGearTM II Lopper L 112590

EDUCATION

Chopping Axe X15 
121460

Ø 120 mm
Xtract™ Garden Saw  
(L) SW75 123880

Ø 20 mm
PowerGear™ Pruner  
Medium 111520
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AWARDS

Reddot 2000 • Best of the best Universal Telescopic Garden Cutter p.21
Reddot 2001 • Best of the best  PowerGear™ Hedge Shear p.25
Reddot 2003 Grass Shear p.29
Reddot 2004 Weed puller p.32
Reddot 2006 Grass Shear, long p.29
Reddot 2009 • Best of the best PowerStep™ Pruner p.11
Reddot 2009 PowerStep™ Lopper p.18
Reddot 2010 ErgoPlus p.35
Reddot 2010 QuikFit p.57
Reddot 2010 • Best of the best Axes p.73
Reddot 2011  SingleStep™ Pruners p.8
Reddot 2011 Premium Planters p.51

IF 1994 • Good Industrial Design  Planters Garden Tools p.52
IF 1996 • Good Industrial Design  PowerGear™ Lopper p.18
IF 1997 • Good Industrial Design  PowerGear™ Pruner p.7
IF 1998 Universal Garden Cutter p.21
IF 2001 PowerGear™ Hedge Shear p.25
IF 2003 • Product Design Grass Shear p.29

Good Design 1997 PowerGear™ Lopper p.18
Good Design 1997 PowerGear™ Pruner p.7
Good Design 1998 Universal Cutter p.21
Good Design 2002 PowerGear™ Hedge Shear p.25

Fennia Prize 09 PowerStep™ Pruner p.11
Fennia Prize 09 PowerStep™ Lopper p.18

AWARDS

 

Industrie Forum
Industrial Design
Hannover
Germanya

Design Zentrum 
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Germany

The Chicago
Athenaeum
USA

Honorary Mention
Finland
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AWARDS

Focus open 2009 • Gold medal PowerStep™ Pruner p.11
Focus open 2009 • Silver medal PowerStep™ Lopper p.18

Pro Finnish Design 1997 PowerGear™ Lopper p.18
Pro Finnish Design 1997 PowerGear™ Pruner p.7

1996 • High Design Quality PowerGear™ Lopper p.18

1991 • Retailer’s Choice Award, England Ergonomic Spades & Forks p.46
1996 • Trophée de la Nouveauté, Paris PowerGear™ Pruner p.7
1996 • Int. Consumer Goods Fair, Brno • Gold Medal PowerGear™ Lopper p.22
1997 • Int. Consumer Goods Fair, Brno • Gold Medal PowerGear™ Pruner p.7
1998 • Innovative New Product Award, Canada PowerGear™ Pruner p.7
1999 • Trophée de la Nouveauté, Paris Universal Telescopic Garden Cutter p.31
2000 • Popular Mechanics, Chicago • Editors Choice Universal Telescopic Garden Cutter p.31
2009 • Tools and Implements Finalist PowerStep Pruner p.11
2009 • Tools and Implements Winner PowerStep Lopper p.18
2010 • Tools and Implements Finalist Servo Grass Shear p.30
2011 • Tools and Implements Finalist Axe Range p.73
2011 • Tools and Implements Winner Weed Puller p.32
2011 • Best Consumer Marketing Weed Puller Campaign p.32 
2011 • GIMA Sword of Excellence Award Weed Puller p.32
2011 • GIMA Marketing Excellence Weed Puller p.32

International
Design Award
Baden-Württemberg
Germany

FInland

Design Zentrum
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Germany

2009 Tools and Implements Finalist PowerStep™ Pruner p.11
2009 Tools and Implements Winner PowerStep™ Lopper p.18
2010 Tools and Implements Finalist Servo Grass Shear p.30
2011 Tools and Implements Finalist Axe Range p.73
2011 Tools and Implements Winner Weed Puller p.32
2011 Best Consumer Marketing Weed Puller Campaign p.32
2011 GIMA Sword of Excellence Award Weed Puller p.32
2011 GIMA Marketing Excellence Weed Puller p.32
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EaseCut™

Usage Area

Product Material

Bypass blade
For cutting fresh, 
living growth.

Ease Cut™
Indicates how 
many times the 
cutting power is 
multiplied by.

FiberComp™
Strong/durable
and lightweight 
properties.

Aluminium
Lightweight,
strong properties.

Genuine 
leather
Made of tough 
genuine leather.

PBT
Lightweight,
flexible and 
hardwearing.

CrMov
Highly durable
and stays sharp.

Boron steel
Sharp and
durable

Steel gear 
mechanism
Strong and 
effective steel 
mechanism.

Stainless steel 
Mechanically
strong and corrosion
resistant.

PTFE coating
Corrosion 
resistant, 
nonstick
blade coating.

Anvil blade
For cutting dry 
hard growth.

Snip blade
For cutting thin 
steel plates, 
plastic, tube, 
rope etc.

Hook Head
For heavy 
cutting of 
fresh wood.

Scissor head
For precision 
cutting of fresh
wood.

Splitting axe
For easier, faster 
splitting 
of wood.

Chopping axe
For easy cutting 
through fresh, 
resinous wood.

Brush hook
For trimming
undergrowth 
and even
small trees.

Efficient 
toothing
For cutting new 
or live wood.

Fine toothing
For a clean cut 
of dry wood.

PICTOGRAMS

PICTOGRAMS
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Product Features

Spare parts
Spare parts 
are available.

Plus parts
Can be 
expanded with 
additional parts.

Shock-proofed
Improves
comfort by 
absorbing
the vibrations.

Female
For female use.

Male
For male use.

Weather proof
Withstands 
all types of 
weather.

Flowers
For cutting 
flowers.

Grass
For cutting 
grass.

Hedges 
and bushes
For cutting of
hedges and 
bushes.

Bonsai plants
For cutting 
bonsai plants.

Herbs
For cutting of
delicate herbs.

Fish
For cutting fish.

Ambidextrous
For both right-
handed and
left-handed use.

Right handed 
product
For right-
handed use.

Grafting
For cutting of 
small side 
shoots, laterals 
and pruning of 
weak growth.

Grafting
For various 
grafting tasks/

Sharpening 
wooden
canes

Building site
For cutting of
rockwool and 
fibers.

Power tip
Cutting power 
is distributed
evenly.

Micro tip
Thin and sharp 
blades for 
precision cutting.

Bow Saw teeth
For sawing 
with a push and 
pull motion.

Cotton & string
For cutting 
cotton and 
strings.

Flower stems
For cutting 
flower stems.

Fingerloop 
handle
Prevents slipping 
and protects
fingers.

Strength
Withstands hard 
wear and loads 
of up to 35 kg 
loads.

QuikFit™
QuikFit™ 
system

Center 
of gravity
Perfectly 
balanced.

Building 
Saw teeth
For sawing 
with a pulling 
motion only.

Wool Saw teeth
For sawing 
with a push 
and pull motion.

Garden Saw teeth
For sawing 
with a pulling 
motion only.

Pocket-sized
Fits easily into 
a pocket. 

Cutting capacity
Shows the 
maximum 
cutting diameter.

Telescopic
The length
of the product 
can be adjusted. 

Vegetables
For cutting 
and picking
vegetables.

Pot plants
For cutting of 
pot plants.

Hand size
Suitable for 
small hands.

Carving
For peeling bark.

Softgrip™
Comfortable
SoftGrip™ 
handle.

Whittling
For whittling 
wood.

Tight sealing
Shaft and blade 
are fused together 
for a tight seal.

Safety
Loop helps to 
shield fingers 
when cutting.

Grip
Ergonomic 
handle with a 
firm, non-slip grip.

PICTOGRAMS
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© 2012

Made in Finland

Founded in the small village of Fiskars, Finland 1649, the company has grown into a large 
multinational corporation, celebrated for a history of products accommodating the strict 
Finnish standards for quality and design. Following its tradition to drive innovation of tools 
that reduce the effort, fatigue and strains so often associated with gardening, Fiskars 
ergonomic, high performance cutting and landscaping tools are designed to do the hard 
work, so you don’t have to!

GARDEN CATALOGUE 2012
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